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ABSTRACT 
I, 
viii 
Th1s thesis on the temperature relationships in tent structures 
consists or three parts: (1) Temperature Control in Tents - V{inter Phase J 
(2) Temperature Control in Tents - Sunmter Phase; and (3) Arctic Shelter 
.Design. 
A theory of heat transfer into and !'rom tents was developed and 
applied to the experimental data. In the winter phase a study was made of 
large wall tents and squad tents us1ng as insulators, liners of h os. white 
cotton, 8 oz. O.D. 7 cotton and one-belt incb thick fiberglas quilted be-
tween two lqers of 4 oz. white ootton. Measurements were made of air and 
fabric temperatures over a range of weather condit1ons with a known heat 
input to the tents. OVerall heat transfer coeffioients WBre calculated for 
a comparison of the insulating value of the several. liners. The effect-
iveness of the liners 8~SO was indicated by a comfort :index for each tent 
t>.nd liner combirul.tion. Another comparison was made on the basis of weight, 
bulk, and f11el savings. 
In the summer phase orork Ii study wasma.de of the effect of 
hooded flies on the oomfort conditions within tents. These hooded flies 
completely shaded the tent from direot solar radiation. Flies of single 
and double l83l'1'S of fabrics were used and oonclusions re~ched as to the 
best method of reducing temperatures within tents. 
Tl~ design modifioations or a vehicle-portable arctic shelter 
frame are presented, the ohanges resulting from stUdies and tests oon-
ducted by the Army in the Arctic during the winter or 19U6. 
INTRODUCTION 
With the advent ot {forld War II, an increased interest 1mS shown 
in the living conditions of soldiers. Since the majority or troop maneu-
vers did not permit the construction ot permanent shelters, the use ot 
tents, especially in overseas areas, became an important consideration. 
The use of existing tents in tropical and ne~r arctic operations brought 
out the many deficiencies in the types of tentage then available. Accord-
ingly, a series of research stations were established by the atfice of the 
Quartermaster Cleneral to improve the tents and tenta.ge materials tor 
military use. One phase of the research was the study of tempere.ture con-
trol in tents, and rese8.rch on this phaseW'8s begun at the University 01 
Louisville Institute of Industrial Research in 1945. This thesis is a 
presentation of the data and results obtained in 1947 on temperature con-
trol in tents for both summer and winter phases, and the design of a 
vehicle-portable arctic shelter. 
During the winter, in moderate or cold climates, considerable 
heat must be supplied to uintB.in comfortable conditions in tents and it 
is necessary to use insulation in addition to that of the tent fabric to 
keep the fuel consumption to a low value. lOr this investigation it was 
considlsred desirable to use liners to reduce heat loss and to study the 
effeotiveness of liners of different size, shape, and materials of con-
struction. In addition, a study of the effect of wind, relative humidity, 
ground, and. air temperatu.res on the heat transfer of various tent-liner 
oombinations was necessary. 
In summer weather, exposed tent fabrics absorb sufficient solar 
radiation to raise the fabrio temperature and the inside air temperatttra 
considerably above runbient air temperature. This temperature rise produces 
uncomfortable and frequently unendurable oonditions within a olosed tent, 
2 
and even en open tent may be tar irs com.fortable because of radiation 
trom the tent fabric to the occupant. 
Preliminary investigations were undertaken of the use of flies 
to shade tbe tent deck from direct solar radiation. thereby reducing the 
inside air and fabric tetnpers.tures and tending to make the tent more com-
tortable. These results indicated the need tor additional studies with 
flies of special design. 
'1'he extremes ot both su."mner and winter tentage problems are 
encountered in the Arctic where satisfactory large tent structures tor 
winter use are nonexistent. The necessity tor an all-purposevehicle-
portable arctic shelter led to the design ot an aluminum, arched-rib 
frame to be covered with an insulating fabric. The uneven terrain upon 
whioh this shelter would be erected prompted the design of ridged floor 
beams and ribs. For ea.se of erection and expansion a sectional type unit, 
capable of easy assembly under adverse wes.ther oonditions, was favored. 
Although overall dimensions, structure type, and materials of oonstruction 
were dictated by the housing tlmction to be served by this tent, the per-
fection or aJ. teration ot many details was desira.ble in order to oorrect 
inadequaoies ot the original design. 
3 
HISTOIUCAL 
'. 
From. the time of primitive man, tents bad been used as ahel tars 
by nomadio tribes. Later tents became the main housing for mobUe army 
units. During these many centuri@s, the structural. properties of tents 
essentially remained the same. Soon atter the beginning of World War II 
the necessity of more suitable tent structures led to the establishment of 
research stations to investigate the problem of improved tent design. One 
phs.se ot this study was the teulpera,ture relationships in tent structures. 
The hlrllediate problem vraa to determine the best met,hods of 
maki.ng the existing arm;r tents.ge com..fortab1e in beth oold and WBm olimates. 
Results of 1aborator,r and field tests conduoted between Januar,y 1945 and 
June 1946 on temperature control in tents are presented 1n an III month 
report on "Improved Design of Tents and fentage Material ft. (1) Included 
.:tn this report are the resul t8 ot field testa on summer phase temperature 
oontrol in tents and lab,oratory,studies of' the radintion Bnd convection 
properties of fabrics. The use of a fly in preference to a liner, and 
the use of a tabrio of high reflectivity and low emissivity are recom-
mended tor summar phase temperature control. 
Further studies on sumrll$rpha.se tOl"flpe1"ature control and many of 
the da.ta in this thesis are presented in a report trom the University of 
Louisville Institute of Industrial Researoh on Temperature Control Studies 
covering: the period from June 1, 1946, to June 1, 1947. other li tera,ture 
on the subject of tempera.ture control in tents is to he found in the 
textUe reports from the Office of the Quarterma,eter General. (2) However, 
no literature has ooen located on 'flinter stunies of cotton liners although 
liners periodically have been used for many ye8..rs in cold olimate tentage. 
While comparatively lit Ue was known of the value of insulation 
in tents, much work has been done on insulation and heat loss in other 
fields. A study' of the heating analysis of ply«ood panels as made by 
Raber and Hutchinson in their book "Panel Heating and Cooling Jmalysislf(3) 
was useful in this study as well a.s ideas obtained from the American 
Institute ot He8,ting PJ1d VentUa ting l;ngineers (II .. I. H. V. E.) publications. 
Prior to World War II. army units were housed in ai ther temp-
orary shelters (tent.) or permanent solid foundation buUdings when time 
and oonditions permitted their erectien. However, during this war a 
vehicle-porteble shalta!' capable of sening in the more adverse weather 
conditions of the Arctic we. found desirable. Accordingly, in June 1946, 
the design of such a unit. was undertaken a,t the thiversity of Louisville 
Institute of Industrial Research. (4) The original plans of this tmit 
called tor en aluminum frame covered with a labrie-insulation system and 
although the basic unit rernained the same, the m~my modifications and 
alterationso! det~"ls did not permit the completion of the design untU 
recently. 
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I. 
IrrrNT.BR PHJlEE CONSIDERATIOIfS 
The Stand8ro a:t"IlJY tent is eonstructed of 12.29 oz. cotton duok. 
It iSlVOVen into panels 36 inohes wide and approxime.tely 0.03 inohes thick. 
The length of these panels depends upon the size and sha~ of the partiou-
lar type of tent struoture in whieh they are used. The fabric 1s supported 
by wooden poles in the center and at the eorners of the tent structure by 
ropes at~tached to pegs in the ground. '!'be fabric panels are sewn toget,her 
at the seems and laced together at the corners and end openings. 
~Vhen the air inside a tent is heated, it increases in tempera-
ture, and, its increased heat content is given by W Cp (t2 
- tl)' where 
~i \II! night 0.1' the m.ass of air 
~ \II! speoific heat of air 
t2 III .t'1nal air tempera.ture 
t,. =: initial. air tempere.ture. 
This eir loses hest by oonvection to the tnside surface of the liner, by 
conduction tr..rollgh the liner and by radiation and conveetion to the tent 
fabric. 1ina:lly J Uds heat is lost from the outside sur.t'aee of the tent 
by convection to the ambient air B.OO radiation to the surroundings. 
where. 
During the heating period 
dQ de III heat now (Q) per unit time (a) 
!!!. 11 ohange of air temperature (t) with time (a) 
de 
(1) 
8 
and 
wbere 
(~) 1: U A At 
de LoS8 
U = overall coefficient of heat transfer 
A lie area. 
At. tempera.tura difference between the oontents of the 
tent and the outside su-"Toundings. 
When equilibrium has baen obtained with a constant beat inOlxt and uni .... 
dt directional beet fiow I Cp W de becomes 0 and , 
where 
q 11\ the heat transferred per unit time. 
(2) 
(3) 
'The heat input from the hes.ters ul timEtely can be lost by con-
duction through the ground end by conveotion and radiation from the out-
side tent surface. It the heat 1088 by conduction through the ground is 
considered negligible, the terms or equation (3) beCOMe # 
A III area. of outside tent surface 
II t;;: temperature inside air minus teznperature outside air 
U 11\ overall coefficient ot beat loss. 
The inside air temperature 1s an average or bulk temperature ot 
air inside the tent sinee this air temperature varies with its proximity 
to the heater and its height above the floor. 
It is noted that the above A t can be used only if' the tent is 
losir~ heat by radiation to surroundings at the same temperature as tt~ 
ambient a.ir. Actually, the tent is ultimately radiating to interstellar 
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space on clear nights, but on overoast days or nights it is radiating to 
surroundings which are approxLnately the temperatu.re of the nearby build-
ings, ground, trees, eto. When the temperature of these surroundings 
differs appreciably from the ambient air, an equivalent outside air temp-
erature m~ be oalculated depending on the relative amounts ot heat lost 
by radiation and convection. 
In similar manner the indiv1du81 or equivalent film coefficient 
of heat loss trom any surfaoe for unidirectional heat tlow at equilibri'um 
ilu 
qbeater :: h A tJ. t (4) 
h tilt the individual coefficient of heat loss 
At 111: the temperature d1f'ference between the surface and the 
adjacent air. 
This equivalent film coefficient, h, can be considered to consist of two 
parts I he and hr, where he refers to an equivalent til.m coeffioient for 
convection and fir refers to an equivalent film ooefficient for radiation, 
and 
q I: (he + br) A .At:: he A A'tJ. + hr A At2 
The quantity of heat lost by radiation (Clr) is 
where 
~ = 0.173 A [G~) 4 - ~~) 4 }A FE 
Tl 111: temperature of radiation surface 
T2 == temperatura of receiving surtace 
A 1:1 area of radiating surface 
FA :: emissivity factor 
(,) 
(6) 
10 
FE ~ errtissivity factor. 
It we cons1.der the tent as a completely enclosed body, small 
compared to the enclosing body, ., A II: 1 and , E :: 81, where al is the emis-
sivity of the radiating surface. Therefore 
q,. ,. 0.113 'J. [~4 -~ 4 J~ '" "r Al (~ -t2) 
'1'2\ 4 
0.173 ~ 100) 
hr == ---...... ~""'"---~ ......... --.... (7) 
Laboratory studies showed the emissivity of 12.29 oz. duck with 
a JQD 242 .finish to be 0.92.(5) (JQD 242 is the Jeffersonville Quarter-
master Depot deSignation .for a type of water repellent. flame and fire 
resistant fabric finish.) Therefore, for a temperature difference of 
50-60 0,., hr is approximetely 1 BTU/(Hr. )(sq. ft. }(OF). 
The heat loss by oonveotion from a fabric to air is a function 
of the relative humidity of the air and the velocity of the air past the 
surface, the latter being the oontrolling factor. Laboratory studies of 
fabrios, inoluding 12.29 oz. duck, showed that he =: V·6 for a range of 
velocities, V, from 2 to 10 mph.(6) For wind velocities of .3 to 4 mph a 
value of hc == 2 BTU/(HI'. )(sq. It.)(Or) could be used. Therefore, when 
the tnnd velocity 1s .3 to 4 mph and the temperature difference between 
the tent deck and the surroundings to whioh it is radiating is between 
50 8M 60 OF., the value of he is approximately equal to twice the value 
of hr and the following relationship may be develop(ld: 
(8) 
11 
where 
but 
'!'hen 
~ • heat lost by radiation 
qe • heat lost by conveotion 
ta • temperature of air 
~ • temperature of surronndings 
tD == temperature of tent sur.f8.Ce 
q • 2 hr A (tD - t a ) ... hr A (to - tb) 
q ,. br A (2tD - 2ta ... tD - tb) 
q == h A (tu - (2ta/3 + ~3)] == h A (to - tab) 
tab :: 2tal3 ... tV) 
(9) 
(10) 
and is considered as an equivalent air temt)erat1 re. 
In other words an eq11ivalent sIr temperature equal to two-th1rde 
of the outside air temperature and one-third ot the surrounding tempera-
ture should be used wilen the tempera.ture of the air and surroundings 
differ appreciably. 
In the previous derivations the heat from the heaters was eon-
sidered to he the onlY' heat input into the tent. HoweVer, during the day 
an additional quantity of heat, CIs' is supplied to the tent by radiation 
from the sky'. On a clear, sunny day this may amount to Ii large portion of 
the total heat input, while on overoast days and nights the sky radiation 
is small, being at a miniraum between midnight and 2:00 A.M. By llse ot a 
pyrhellometer the intensity of solar rpdiation could be measured. This 
intensity of solar radiation combined with the air film coefficient and 
12 
absorptivity of the s'lTface could be included in a faotor which when added 
to the air tempers.ture would give it sol-air temperature eqtliv8lent to an 
air t,emperature alone thst would give the same heat loss oharacteristics 
to the tent" (7) That is I 
ICIC 
te· ta + h 
where 
te .. sol-air tem!:terature 
I = intensity of radiation 
oC • absorptivity ot tent surface 
h • outside surface film coeffioient. 
(ll) 
The heat input into the tent rrom. solar radiation is a function 
ot the transmissivity, P'tt reflectivity, Fr , and absorptivity, 'a' of the 
fabrio which aots as a radiation interceptor. Hence a wid te liner whioh 
has a high renectivity will aot as s further barrier to radiation. 
In defining the tems in equation (:'3) it YnlS assumed that the 
heat 10$s to the ground was negligible. The loss or heat into the ground 
is a funotion of the surfaoe film and corlductivi ty of the ground, the 
tempera.ture difference between the air and the ground, and the ratio of 
the noor area. to the tent a.rea. During the winter monthB hea.t flows from 
the interior of the earth to the surfaoe and then to the surrounding 8~r. 
Hence, heat oonducted into the ground from the tent would be a somewhat 
oomplioated i'1mction of the type of soU, air and ground temperatures, 
ti.me of exposure, v-ariation in solar radiation, etc. Although studies of 
heat losses from basements have shown values of 6 - 8 BTU/(Hr)(sq. ft.) 
(OF/in.) for a. heavy cla.y soil, (8) some purely qualitative experiments 
with varying thiokness of floor ins,llation indioa.ted negligible losses 
into the ground. 
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A fundamental part ot temperature oontrol is the problem ot con-
trolling oonditions to the -eomtort zone".(9) The comfort zone 1s a 
range ot pir tempers.tures roughly bounded by the extremes ot 70 0, ! 10 
degrees, 1n which the person feels the same degree of oornfort 8S exper-
ienced when the t8mpera.ture of the air and surrounding surfaces are at 
70 0, and the relative humidity is 50 per cent. 
The establishment of comfort conditions depends primarily on 
the ma.intenanoe of nIl environment in which the body oan lose heat at a 
rata equal to that of its production; and this without need of such ex-
treme pnysiological adjustments as evaporative regulation or shivering. 
The question arises thl'!.t it comfort conditions exist at one temperature, is 
it possible to maintf'in comfort at other temperatures. To answer this 
question and to define the comfort rHnge it is necessary first to analyze 
the heat losses of the bod,y. 
A normal person, seated Bnd at rest, dissipates heat at a rate 
of approximately 400 BTU/Hr. under standard eondi tiona of light clothing 
14 
and in air 8.t about 10 OF, and SO per cent relative humidity. Evaporative 
heat losses amount to approximately 25 per cent of the total, or 100 BTU/Hr. 
Radiation and convection heat losses vary, but usually, values of So per 
cent and 25 per cent, respectively, are assumed correct.{lO) 
From heat production, beat-loss, and surfa.ce-temperature re-
lations it is possible to develop a quantitative relationship between 
the comfort temperatures of' ambient air and the corresponding surface 
temperature of the surroundings. The effective temperature ot all the 
surrounding walls, taking into account shape factors and temperatures, is 
termed the m.ean radiant te.'uperature, mrt, and 1s the temperature of a 
lmiformly heated room in which the occupant would experienoe the same net 
radisnt heat loss as in an actual room. 
The problem of writing a comf'ort equ.etion is, therefore, one 
of' relating, for a condition of optimum comfort, the air tampera.ture, til 
and the mean ra.diant temporature, mrt. The rate of hea.t loss by evapora-
tion may be assumed to be constant throughout comfort conditions. The 
rate of heat loss by radiation is approximately twice that by convection 
at 74 0,. (II) For optimum comfort the rate of hetat loss must remain the 
same for all equilibrium air tem?sratures; therefore, when the air temp-
era.ture is 81 tared J the rasu! ting change in convection Milt loss must be 
sxa,ctly offset by radiation heBt loss. It follows that, 
where he and br are the convection and radiation heat loss coefficients, 
and .6 ti p..nd Ll mrt are corresponding, but opposite ohanges in ti and mrt. 
Since 2(hc) , hr, this equation reduces to the following:(12) 
A ti he + .0 mrt (2hc ) := 0 
At! -+ Llmrt (2) 1: 0 
Atj .-2 
Amrt. (13) 
This equation indica.tes that a 1 OF increase in liir temperature would be 
equivalent to a 0.5 OF decrease in mrt. The above would be true if the 
body teJnperEtture remained const,ent. Actually, however, experimental data 
reported in the literature indioate that body surface temnerature varies 
as a function of air t,emperature. Taking into account this body surface 
ternperat:lre variation, Raber and wtchinson in their book "Panel Heating 
and Cooling lIns.lysis", show that the ratio of equ;:,.tion (1.3) approaohes 
unity. (13) This indicates that for ma1ntemmoe of comfort conditions a 
chM-ge in air temperature must be a,coompaniad by an opposite change in mrt 
IS 
of like amount. 
It It room having a 70 0, air temperature and a uniform wall 
surface tempareture of 70 0, is taken as representative of optimum comfort, 
then the one-to-one relationship oan be written in the form of a cOldort 
equation, 
ti + mrt 
----=10 (14) 
2 
giving, 
The term mrt. as used by previOlls investigators, is impraotioal 
for use in calculations where extreme accura.c;y is not required since it 
can only be determIned by using aocurate shape factors and average temp-
eratures. For most oases, it can be shown that by assuming each wall 
area to have a shape factor of unity and by cal.culating a weighted average, 
little error is introdueed.(14) Tt~ 8Ver$ge surface temperature, ast, 
may be calculated as follows: 
where A and t are area end temperature, 800 the subscripts W, D, and , 
stand for walls, deck, 8fKi floor. 
The comfort equation, therefore, reduces to 
(15) 
ti + ast = 140 (16) 
where t1 + ast 1s defined as the comfort index. The comfort index in a 
tent or shelter necesser.1 for comfort conditions will vsr,y over a wide 
range, depending upon the acti vi ty or type ot work being done. When a. 
person performs \\'Ork, heat is liberated within his body. To remain com-
fortable, this heat should be lost without increasing body surface temp-
~:u·ature. This can only be aocomplished by reducing air or wall tem.pera-
16 
ture, or both. 
The abOve equation (16) is based on a normsl parsoll, lightly 
cloth*xi, seated or at rest. However, a lower comfort index would seem 
I 
reresone.b1e for troops in army clothi~1 and with SOlUe activity. Estimating 
that troops would be corafortable when exposed to tlir Bnd wall temperatures 
of 60 to 65 of a comfort index of 120 to 130 1s obtained. 
OYer a limited range of wind velocities a relationship between 
the comfort index, the outside air, end the type of liner and tent can be 
developed. 
The heat loss from a tent hss been taken as the product of s.n 
overell heat transfer coefficient, the area of the fabric in the tent, 
and the tempera.ture difference between inside B.nd outside air .. 
q = U A (t1 - ta) 
This calculation 1s mElde neglecting ground heat loss, but 
nevertheless gives cowparative results, since the overall coefficient, U, 
also is based on the inside ares of the tent, thereby neglecting the 
ground area. 
The heat loss from a. tent also must equal the heat loss from 
the oontents t.o t.be fabric. This 1088 c~n be expressed &'IS a product of 
an lndi vidual heat transfer coefficient, the area of' the fabric in the 
tent, and the temperp,ture difference between the air and the fabric. 
q :: 1'lts A (tt - t..) (17) 
Since the temperature of the fabric in a hested tent varies from place 
to place, the averBge surface temperature, ast, 1s used in place of t s ' 
(18) 
Solving equations (3) and (18) for ti and ast, respectively, gives the 
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following: 
Adding and arranging equations (19) and (20), 
t1 + ut ~ ta + ti + ~ (~ - ~S ) 
Substituting for tl on the right side of equation (21) its equivalent 
from equation (19), 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
where the lett side of the. equation had previous17 been defined as oomfort 
index. 2 1 Letting T = ti + ast, 8,nd VI = U - his'. Equation (22) reduces to 
(23) 
Then t.he comtort index is evelW':l.ted in t,erms of the outside air 
tempera.ture, tal the heat input per unit time of the heater, q, the tent 
pxea, A, and the overall and the effeotive ooefficient of heat transfer 
~or the liner, U and Dts' respectively. 
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sm~ER PHASE CONSIDERATIONS 
A ny used with a tent as in summer phase temperature control 
acts as a. radiation interceptor. The temperature that this ny attains 
depends upon its E"bsorptivity, emissivity and the rate at which it loses 
hea.t by convection and radiation. Qnoe a fiy has been placed between the 
sun and the tent, the tent receives heat only by radie.tion from the fly 
since it is hotter than the &nbient air or ground. The tent fabric 1dll 
absorb radiation from the fly and in turn lose it by rediat.ion to the 
surroundings, convection to the ambient air, and convection to the air 
within the tent, thereby raising the inSide air temperature. The relation 
can be expressed mathematically by the following equation: 
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q =: "OA(Tny4 - TD4) FA FE =: 'OAt(TD4 - Tg4) FA' FEt -+ hcAt(tD - t a ) 
where, 
"1) II! 0.17) x 10-8, Stefan-Boltzmann constant 
A a surface ares. of the fly 
Tfly lit absolute temperature of the ny 
Tn II! absolute temperature ot the deck 
'A II! area factor 
'1 II! emissivity fa.otor 
A I =: .'11'£808 area of the tent 
Tg II: absolute temperature of the ground or surround.1ngs 
ho I • indirlduu. coefficient of heat loss 
ta = temperature of ambient air 
ti = temperature of air inside the tent 
(24) 
Tf II: absolute tempereture ot the tent floor or ground cloth. 
1£ 1n order to compare the effectiveness of t.w flies, two tents 
of identical size, she·pet and material are used, then, the surfa.ce area of 
the tent, A', the area fa.ctors :for radia tion, 'A f and FA ff.. and the em!a-
sivit7 factors for radiation, 'E t and ',/', will be the sem.e for both tents. 
It the tent-tly oombinations are compared at the Game time the outside air 
tempera.ture, tat the wind velocity .!md hence, the coefficient, bot a func-
tion of the win.d velocity, will be indenticel for both combinations. If 
the two fliss Elre of identical. size and shape.. then the surface area of the 
flies, A, and the area factor for radiation from. thetly to the tent .. FAI 
will be the same. Therefore, in comparing t,he effectiveness of two flies 
of similar shape, the factors related to tx~ comfort of the occupants 
(1nside air tallperflture and inside 811rfaee temperAtures) are a funotion 
of the te;j\perature ot the fly and its emissivity factor for r<'\diat.ion, 
both of which are related to tr18 emissivity tmd absol"l,tlv1ty of the fly 
fabric. 
From. equation (24) it can also be seen tbat lIJ)other ef'f'ective 
method of reducing inside air 8.nd tent surface temperatures would be to 
incraase the wind velocity and. thus incret?-.se the coefficient ot heat loss 
from the tent, he. 
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EXPEHlMENTAL 
PART I TEMPERATURE CONTROL IN Tt~NTS - ~1NTgR PHASE 
The experiment8~ work was cfJ.rried out in a cleared area adjacent 
to the {h1vers1ty of Louisville Institute of Industrial Research with the 
materials and equipment listed below. 
(1) Liners and Tentage 
3 - Large wall tents (15 b.1 15 ft.) 
3 - 12.29 oz. ground cloths (1, by 15 ft.) 
1 - 4 oz. white cotton liner (large wall) 
1 - 8 oz. O.D. 7 cotton liner (large wall) 
1 - 1/2 inch thick fiberglas liner (large wall) 
1 .. Squad tent.. 14-1945 
1 - 12.29 oz. ground oloth (squad tent) 
1 - 4 oz. white cotton liner (squad tent) 
1 - 4. oz. white cotton liner, low profUe (squad tent) 
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1 - 1/2 inch thiok t1berglas liner, low profile (Squad tent). 
The regular liners in these tents were suspended so that an air 
spaoe of approximately 6 incbes was tormed between the liner and tent. The 
low profUe liners were made with a maximum head height of 7 feet, forming 
when installed s large dead air space in the peak and a 6-1nch space 
between the liner and the tent on the sides and deck up to 7 teet. Both 
types ot liners were tsstened to the ridge pole by tapes passing between 
the ridge pole and the deck fabrics. Both types also were seoured at the 
eaves by tapes through metal rings sewed to the fabric. The liners in the 
large wall tents were completely inside the supporting poles. whereas the 
supporting poles }J8sSed through m 8-inoh opening in the peak of the squad 
tent liner. 
The fiberglas liner m'I.S made ot an 1/2 inch thick fiberg1a.s pad 
quilted between two layers of 4.0 oz. white cotton sheeting. 
(2) Heating Units 
The heating units consisted of six 550-ntt cone heaters 
in sockets mounted on a transite base and shielded with galvanized iron 
to prevent direot radiation to the fabric. Each tent was equipped with a 
llO-volt switch box and conneotion to the hes.ters. 
(3) Instrllments 
The hePot supplied to each tent ~rns determined by calcu-
lations from a mees~~e of the electrical power consumption. 
Jdr temperatures were measured with mere1lry in glass 
thermometers. Fshric, ElM ground temperRtures were meesured with 30 
gauge copper-constantan thermocouples through a selector switch to a 
directr~~rling potentiometer. 
Humidities were obtained with. sling psychrometer and 
outside ~nd velocities with a 3 cup anemometer 7 feet above ground level. 
The tents, with ridge poles North-50uth, were equipped with 
ground cloth, hea.ters, sel~tor switches and liners. Thermometers and 
thermOCO!lples ware pla.ced 8.8 shown in Fir~re 1. 
At the beginning ot n run, air, tent fabric, liner fabric, 
groand temperBt'.tl"eS, 13.00 the relative humidity were measured, the heaters 
turned on, Dnd these ds.ta recorded on previously prepared da.ta sheets (see 
Figure 22) every 15 minutes until equilibrium m1.S Obtltined. Runs lElsted 
for two or more hours lk.'1d several readings 1fere mede atter equilibrium to 
obtaIn accurate 8verEige temper8tures. Electrical power to the heaters, 
outside weather eondi tions , such lUI wind veloel ty J wet bulb temperature, 
dry bulb temperature, ground tem:perpture, etc. were recorded during each 
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run. On runs lasting longer than two hours, helt ho!.lr or hourly readings 
ware taken atter equilibrium was reached. 
The tents were IBced at all times during the runs except tor 
the pari~iic recording of readings. 
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Jt. total of 30 runs were msde in \'tlliC}l data were taken ai ther on 
three large W'all tents or one ltU"ge well tent and one squad tent. or these, 
2 ware of 24 hours duration, 8 were at night, and 20 were dllY rms. or 
the day runs, 6 were with a hac-vilT overoast sky Pond the remainder on days 
when the sun was shining )0 to 100 per cent of the time. P';ach tent in 
each run was assigned a test number. Then all tests were catalogued 
aocording to tent assemblY, heat input, weether oonditions, ete. 
In the various runs, air temper!1tures inside the tent were re-
oorded at levels :3 feet, !5 feet, and 8 feet above the fioor. Readings 
were taken in the four corners (three feet from each wall) and in the 
center of the tent, as shown on the s8:!l1ple date, sLeet. These vf.1lues 'Were 
used to obtain the aver0ge air temperature at each height. 
During a run these temperatures varied as the outside air temp-
erat'lre solar radiation vt:lried. A plot of the temoeratures at the various 
levels against the time of day is shown in Figure 2. It 1s observed that 
the inside temperptures followed closely the slope of the outside eir 
temperature C'lrve at s. given heflt input. The reletively high temperatures 
at ll:OO A.M. and 3:30 P.M'. were due to a deorease in heat loss from the 
tent 5urfsee because of the more direct r~diation of the sun on the tent 
deck. 
For purposes of oalcuation it is desirable to obtain a balk or 
aver~ge inside air tewper@ture. If the air tl:~nperl'ltllre (ordinate) is 
plotted as a f~metion of some independent variable (x) such as volume 
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(abscissa), 1 ts average -value can be found by dividing the area under the 
(nrve by the abscissa rflnge where the ares under the curve is given by 
and 
(25) 
A plot of temperature versus eumulati-ve volume produces s.pproxims.tely a 
.straight line _ whereas a plot against height gave a curved line. It the 
8traight line relationship 1s used. equation (25) cm be simplif'ied as 
tollows : 
I (x) 11: t 11: a ... bV (26) 
where 'a.' represents the intercept of the line with the ordinate, and 'b' 
tbe slope of the streight line. Substitution of t.his function in equation 
(26) yields, 
where, 
Therefore, 
v. I (8 + bi) dV 
o 
by2 
aV ... T bV 
taye lit ------- lit 1/1 a ... -
v V 2 
~ lit air temperature on the floor 
t2 • air temperetU'e at the root. 
(27) 
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This calculation of tave is equivalent to selecting the temperature at mid-
volume and is the m.ethod used in obtaining the values for average inside 
Bir temperature used in this work. A typical plot of the t(!ltperature 
versus cumulative volume is shown in Figure 3 for the various tent-liner 
combinetions. In all cpses, the best straight line W'~s drawn through the 
given points. It is noticed that the avera.ge temperature did not occur at 
mid-height but more nearly 1/3 of the height. A plot of this average 
inside 3.1r temperature versus time of day is shown on Figure 2. It 1mI' 
found to follow the contour of t.he three-fo{)t level, pnd was the tempera-
ture at about 3 1/4 feet above tt~ floor for the 4 oa. liner. In all 
future di.scussion, this average inside air temperat:.lre (tl) will be used. 
Figures 4 and 5 show a typical plot ot temperA.ture versus time 
of day for the liner 8.nd tent fabrie. Since 12.29 oz. duck, O.D. 7, has 
such a high a.bsorbtivity, it is greatly affected by StU'.l radiat,ion. During 
the collection of these particular data the sky was overOEu'at except for a 
short time in both the morning end 8.fternoon, when the e8st f.l.nd west decks, 
respectively, showed marked increases in temper~ture. It was also observed 
thAt even when the sky was hea.vUy overcast.t as at 1: 30 p. M. t the tent was 
receiving rs.diation from the sky, s.s indicated by the higher fabric temp-
eratures before sun-down. 
An examinAtion of the data as outlined a.bove indicated a mini-
mum of sky radiation to the tents between midnight and 2:00 A.M. Henoe, 
data from this period were employed in the oalculation of heat loss 
coefficients. 
'!'he per cent sun recorded on the data sheets WBS obtained from 
the weather buretl.u station and gi vea the percentage of the time during the 
da,y that the sun's radiation W'a.S above a certain minimum intensity, which 



1s the average value recorded on clear or slightly cloudy days. Both the 
morning and afternoon peaks, on Figure 5 J weN reoorded as 100 per oent 
sun, though the average for the day DS only 20. per oent sun. 
For both the tent .f8\br1c and the liner, an average tempereture 
WIltS calculated by weighting the temperatu.re of the various tent or liner 
sections, such as sides, decks, and ends, according to surface area as-
s'luning a shape factor ot 1. Only these aver~ge valu.es were uSfJd tor 
oalculations. 
The hourly readings that showed the most constant condition of 
equilibrium were chosen for e80h test and these data. used for the calcula-
tions. Avera.ge vnlues of air, tent fabrio .. liner, ground, and noor temp-
era.tures for these equil ibriurn periods during all runs are shown in 'I'1.?ble 
4 in the Appendix. 
Figure 6 is a plot of temperllture venn~s time of day for the 
average air and surf!loe temperRtlTeS over a. 2L.-hour period for a. large 
wall tent with 4 oz. cotton liner tmd, it is observed thB.t the trl.r and 
fabric temperntures rapidly fall at 8llndOwn and remain relatively con-
stent, decreasing slightly until sunrise. This same general trend was 
found in all tents with the greatest variations in a tent without 8 liner, 
and the least when the fiberglas liner was used. 
Since a. person does not necesssrily ooou.py only that part ot the 
tent showing the average temperature, Figure 7 •. 8 made to show the temp-
erature distrib.;tion in the various tents and liners. In each 08se, t.~e 
average inside air tempera.tl1!"e was 62 OF, but the height in the tent at 
which this exact temper~ture WllS found varied from 3 teet for the low 
profile 4 oz. liner in the IBrge wAll tent to 4 1/2 t'eet for the squad 
tent with no liner. Again, a man stending in a Sq'Hld tent wit.h no liner 
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would be exposed to a temperature of 64 °F at head level, whereas, if he 
were in " large wall tent with a low profile 4 os. cotton liner, the temp-
ereture at head height would be 72 0,. 'l'he temperatures below the , foot 
level, however, do not vary a.ppreeiably for the same type of tent, regard-
less of the type of liner. The low profile liner did give 1 to 3 degrees 
.higher temperatures at any given level than the Bflme liner in the more 
oonvention8~ position of 6 inohes from the tent fabric. 
Various surfaoe and overall t€'mporflture differences for all the 
r'lllS are shown in Table S in t.he Apptmdix. In ttis table, wide Variations 
in the t$mperature differences are observed for tl~ same heat input. These 
differences resulted from. the presenoe or abSEntee of solar or sk,y radiation. 
Since no measure of the snn'. intensity was mElde, oalculations colud be 
based only on the known heat input of the heaters, and no direct comparison 
could be made between day-runs and night-runs exoept in those eases ot 
heavy overoast during ti'-.te day.; For instanoe, a A till. (inside air minus 
outside air) ot 16.5 0, WBS obtained at night with a heat input of 12,550 
BTU/Hr., whereas a A tia ot 3,.8 0, was obtained during a morning run 
with only 11.750 BTU/Hr. heat input from the eleotrio he~ters with other 
oondi tions the SB..flle. 
To compare the insulpttng velue of the several liner-tent combi-
nations, use was nmde of the overall coefficient of he2.t transfer, U, ex-
pressed in BTU/CHr. )(sq. ft. )(0,) as ca1c'llEited from the eqnat10n 
q = U A At (3) 
In order to learn more of the nature of the helOt transfer, the 
indi"idual coefficients of heat los., h t , were calculated according to the 
equation 
Q. == h t A At' (28) 
where h' is expressed in the smne llnits 8S U. 
Values of the overall snd individuel coefficients are shown in 
Table 6 in the appendix. 
In the derivation of the above equations, it was a.5sumed tl18,t 
the heat loss to the ground 'WaS neglie;ible. JI~though undoubtedly the heat 
lost to the ground trom the tent is appreciable, the calculated coeffi-
cients are usable for comparisons. Two tents with the same inside air 
temperattlre would have the same heat loss to the ground rega,rdless of the 
type of liner, though not neoessarily the same percentage of heat loss to 
the ground. Furthermore, the v81ue of q employed in the calculations vms 
the tot81 heat loss, whether tile loss wt\s thrcngh the tent fabric or floor. 
Therefore, use of coefficients calculated in this manner gave correct heat 
reqnireme,nt qU.Fntities as long a,s the olltside air and temperl'lt'1re of sur-
roundings were l\,pproxinu!l,tely equal. These ideas were substantiated when 
the use of It one-inoh thiolmess of fiberglas on t,he floor gave the Sf';me 
overall coefficient of heat loss as was obtained with a regula.r 12.29 oz. 
ground cloth and a tent with no gr~~nd cloth. 
It the tem:perat'lre of the surroundings is assumed to be the 
temperature of the ground surfaoe outside the'tent, values or equivalent 
air tenlperGtures e:m be oaledated pocor<Eng to eq;HJ.tion (10) whioh 
beoomes, 
(29) 
where tag represents the equivalent air. temperlllt.ure. Overall and in-
dividual coefficients of heat loss Dre oalc'JlAted, 'lsing this eq'livl'c'lent 
B.i.r temperature, for all overet=:st, and night rtU18 where the temperature of 
the surroundings differed appreoiably from the outside eir temperature. 
Theae values ere shown in Table 6 in the Appendix. 
The table below shows the final averB.ges for the vario'ls liner-
tent oombin~tions tor night find overcast dB." runs (zero per cent sun). 
TABLE 1 
AVERAGE HEAT LOSS COEFFICIENTS 
Type Liner 
No liner 
4 oz. ~'V'h1te Cotton Liner 
8 oz. O.D. 7 Cotton Liner 
1/2 ineh Fiberglas Liner 
1.26 
0.,8 
0.58 
0.39 
The JUx1m.u.m deviation of the overall coetricj.ent from the average 
value is 10 per cent for the tent with no liner, 4 oz. liner; and 8 oz. 
liner; but 30 per cent for the 1/2 inch thick fiberglas liner. 
i'ihlle the overall coefficients give a good comparison of the 
relative insulating vHlnGs of the various liners, they consider only the 
average inside a~ temperature to which 8. tent ocoupant is exposed. fA 
more useful oompa.rison is based on the comfort index concept as shown by 
equa.tion (16) 
Comfort ]ndex = ti + ast • (16) 
To obtain the comfort index the average surface temperature ft.s calculated. 
by taking a weighted average of ttm inside surface temperat1xres of the 
decks, ends, side walls, and floors and this value added to the average 
inside air temperature. Comfort index values are si'.own in Appendix 
Table 7. 
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It it is assumed that th.e overs.ll coefficient is const&nt for 
outside air temperatures bet1feen 20 and 40 OF, the comfort index for night 
and overoast day runs can be reoalculated for an outside temperature of 3~F. 
Figure 8 shows a plot ot heat input versus comfort index tor an outside 
temperature ot 32 0,. Three groupings ot the data were found through 
which straight lines oould be drflwn, viz., the data tor the 1/2 inoh thiok 
fiberglas liner .. the 4 and 8 oz. cotton liners, end the tent with no liner. 
For a. comfort index of 120 the relative amounts of heat necessary in large 
nll tents equipped with these liners mey be determined from Figure 8. 
To maintain this comfort index of 120 with outside air at 32 of, heat 
inputs of 1,000, 11,900 and 27,500 BTU/Hr. would be required for l@rge 
'mill tents equipped with 1/2 inoh thick fiberglas liner, 4 or 8 oz. cotton 
liner, and no liner, respeot.iVf!l.y. 
The lett hand termini of the oomfort index lines of Figure 8 
were drawn thrOtlgh a oomfort index value of 64, instead of the aotual 
data, as this value is theoretically oorreot for an air temperature of 
32 or with no heat input. The actual data fell below this value because 
of the 8ubc{)ollng of the deck at night. relF.ltiv$ to the ambient air temp-
erature. During the early night hours the ambient air temperature de-
oreases slowly beo8'lse of the high beflt oapaoity of the eEtTt.h, whereas 
t,he deck fabric of low heat cape.city reedily lost hest by radiation and 
cooled the air in the t{~nt. As the night progressed the eerth cooled, 
this sl1boool1ng of the tent air diminished ar..a the comfort index approached 
the theoretical value. 
In order to relate ill the variBbles oovered with the winter 
phase considerfltions of tents, the nomogram of Figure 9 was construoted 
using equa.tion (23). '!'he nomogram actus.lIy was a oombination of three 
nomograms and related the variables, comfort index, ambient air tempera-
ture, overall heat transfer coeffiCient, tent fabrio area, and heat 
requirements. This ohart was based on theoretically correct equations 
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.mpplying in all CR-sea. The accurl'loy of the results from this nomogrflph, 
however, depended upon the aocuracy of the coefficient, U. Since the 
coeffieipnts c81cul~ted for the individ~lti'~ runs includ.ed such 8 varlets of 
uncontrollable factors related to the weather, the U-v~lues used on this 
chart were calcu~ated from the more consistent overcast day Bnd night runs 
and the tent febric area neglecting ground loss. 
Example No. 1 
It is desirc~ to know the heat requir~dents of a large wall 
tent equipped viith B 4.0 oz. liner to maintain a comfort index of 1)0, 
if the o:ttside air t.emperature is 25 0, end the sky is overcast and wind 
velocity is less than 10 mph. 
Solution 
Connect 130 on the comfort index line with 2'5 0., on the outside 
air temperature line and extend to line A. From the interseotion on line 
A, draw a line through the overall coefficient value corresponding to the 
4.0 oz. liner (.60) and extend to line B. From the intersection on line B 
conneot a line with 600. the area of the large wall tent pnd read the heat 
requirements otf the last line - 17,000 BTU/Hr. 
Exemple No. 2 
Find the heet requirement for a squad tent equipped with a 
1/2 inch thiok fiberglas low profile liner with an outside air temperature 
of 10 OF it it is desired to maintrt.ln til comfort index of 120. Assume wind 
velocity of 6 mph and night operation. 
Solution 
Connect 120 on the comfort index line with 10 OF on the outside 
air temperature line end extend to line A. From the intersection on line 
A draw a line thro'lgh the overall coefficient value corresr)onding to the 
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1/2 inch thick fiberglas liner (0.39) and extend to line B. From the inter-
section on li.ne B connect Ii line with 1,1$0, the area ot the squad tent, 
and re,'d t,hs heat requirements ott the last line - 25,00 BTU/Hr. 
Example No.3 
Using a large wall tent and a 1/2 inch thick fiberglas liner and 
s. stove with a heat. output of 20,000 BTU/r-fr., find the lowest o'ltside air 
temper~ture during wet and overcast conditions in which a comfort index 
of 130 lllay be maintained. 
Solution 
Connect 20,000 on the heet input line with 600 on the tent area 
line and. extend to line B. From the intersection on line B draw 8. line 
through the coefficient of the fiberglas liner (0.39) and extend to line 
A. From the intersection on line A connect a line with 130 on the comfort 
index line and read the intersection with the outside sir temperature 
line (-12 0,). 
In the above examples the hest requirements were based on U 
values celcTJ.l~ted for night and overoast deys.. It the same conditions 
had been d<3sired duri ng a sunny dt!'y, less heat input would have been 
nacess8ry, sinoe the tent would have received e oertflin amount of hest 
from the sun. 
rr the wind velocities in the ~bovs exnmples were sufficiently 
higher thsn the range in the experiments, an additional quantity of heat 
W'o:.tld have been required due to a slight increase in heat loss througb 
the 1"8'.bric and 8. much lArger heat loss due to air leakage. 
The overall coefficient may be considered 8. function of the 
type of liner, regardless of the type of tent beinG used since the heat 
transfer clmracteristics 01" single fabric tents are very :::1Jn.,ilar" For 
ease in using the nomograph, various types of liners may be marked on the 
coefficient line, and no regard need be given tl~ actual value ot tl~ 
coefficient. Like:viFS8, tent tyPes may be marked opposite their appropriate 
areas for ease in use. These additions h~Ye been made to the nomogram in 
Figure 9. 
As a check on the validity of the resu! ts which ffi2Y be obtained 
from the nomogrp~, heat requirements for various comfort indexes were 
determined at 32 or. These values were then plot.ted in Figure 8. The 
theoretical data mey be seen to fit very well the aotual experimental 
ds.ta as shown in Figure B. This oomparison gives a m.easure of the aocuracy 
of the results whioh mIry be obtained from the nomogrem. 
It is possible, t}~reroreJ to determine heat requirements tor 
tmy tent-liner 8.rrangement under 8!liY tempera.ture condition, 80 long as 
the overall coefficient, U, 1s known. It is believed that the nomogram is 
aocurate down to 0 OF and that reasona.bly aocllrete v81ues may be obtained 
below thet terl'!per<lture. 
For the calculated values of U shown in Table 6, the fiberglas 
liner is three times as effective an insulator as no liner, whereas the 
4 and 9 oz. oott.on liners are twice as effective. That is, for Ii given 
outside air tem.perat:lre Bnd normsl wind velocities enoountered in these 
runs, it would require three times as muoh he~.t to maintain a tent with no 
liner B.t Ii eiven inside air temperature as for a tent with 1/2 ineh thiok 
fiberglas liner. It would recpire twice as much heat to maintelin the no 
liner tent at the same t.elnperatllre as the 4 or 8 oz. ltner tent. Finelly, 
the 1/2 inch thiok fiberglas repr~sents a heat saving of two-thirds over 
the 4 'a.nd 8 oz. liner tent. 
Altho'.lgh no night runs were made with the low profUe liner in 
the ll'rge wall tent, its effectiveness can be estimpted by comparing the 
ooefficients ror the da,. runs with those for the conventional liner on 
similar dllY runs. This comparison shows that the it os. white cotton loW' 
prafUe liner tws the same overall coefficient of heet 10s8 as the con-
ventional 4 oz. white cotton liner. 
Runs 70 through 76 were mt!de in the squad tent (M-1945). All 
of these runs were made at night, and tite coefficients should be approxi-
mately the 5Bme as the 8vers.ge values obtained for the large l'lRll tent 
with the sema liner. An overall coefficient of 1.2.3 for B squad tent with 
no liner oompares w'ell with the avarBge value of 1.26 for the 18rge wall 
tent. However, the next ron.r rlms, 72 to 75, gave U ve1ues much higher 
than were expected from the results of the large wall tent. An examination 
of these data sho\'fed that these high results were possibly the result of 
leakage through the hole in the liner where the vertical s'xpporting tent 
poles paBsed. Another run 118S !nl:lde with the 4 oz. white cotton liner in 
which the opening around the vertical pole was closed wi.th 4 oz. cotton 
cloth. In this run a coefficient of 0.62 was obtained which cO~,)8red 
favorably with the average value of 0.58 for the large ws.ll tent with 
4 oz. cotton liner. Similarly, the other liners in the squad tent could 
be equipped with a "turtle-neck" cloth to olose the opening around the 
verti08~ pole, and reduce the coeffici.ent to a value comparable to the 
large wall tent for the same liner. 
From Table 6 the average values of t}~ equivalent coefficients 
h Da.g' hiB 8ld hw (both 4.0 os. and 8.0 oz. liners) are 2.5, 2.5, and 
1.3. :-sspElIotively. The coeffioient, hnag, represents the equivalent air 
tUm from. the deck to the otltslde I!ir, hts' the air film. from the inside 
air to the liner, and, hW' the two equivalent air .rUms between the liner 
and the deck. On the basis of tt~ two air films, the average value of a 
single air film coefficient between the liner and deck is 2.6. 
During these investigations, the wind velocity 'was rel8tive~ 
low, varying from 0 to 7 miles per hour. At higher wind velocities the 
outside ~ir film coefficient becomes greater and less resistance is offer-
ad to the hept loss, i.e., the resistpnee of a film is the reciprocal of 
1 the coef'ficient, R == Ji. From this 8t~nd point, "the inside t.emperetures 
of the tents lfl.thout liners are influenced maN by winds since the outside 
film represents 8;J!)roximFltely one-half of its total resistr'nce to heat 
flow. On the other hand, the outside film is only one-stxth of the total 
resistance for the tent with fiberglas liner and wind velocity variations 
do not influence the inside tent temperature in this ease BS much 8S in the 
case of the tent with no liner. 
Grorl1lnet holes, door openings J etc., 8110-6 a la.rge number of air 
leaks in Q tent, no matter how care.rtllly it 1s pitched. This SO'lrce ot 
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heat loss incras.ses considerably at high wind veloei ties J but aga.in, the 
heavier th'3 linEn' the lower is the loss from wi.nds at openi.ngs" For veloci-
ties below 10 miles per hour, as experienced in these tests, the in-
creasing beat loss with irlcrea.sing wind velocity is small, especially for 
the fiberglas liner. However, s. quantitative eve1u8.ticm of t,he effect of 
the wind was obtained over this range. 
The influence of humidity showed no consistent trend, other 
va.riables influencing the value of U to s2ch an extent that an,y h1lD1id1ty 
efrects were obscured for the most part. Rl.m 12, made duri.ng a light 
rain, ga.ve a coefficient of 1.07, compared to the aver8.ge value of 1.26 
for the large wall tent with no liner. Run 61 g8ve a U of 0.41 for the 
1/2 inch thiok fibergles liner dllrtng the rain, wherea.s the average value 
was 0.39. '!'he presence of water on t.he t,ent deck should decrease the fUm 
resistance and inorease the heat loss. However, this effect ns not ob-
served during those particular runs in whioh it rained. 
Relative humidity inside the tent varied with the outside h:ln1id-
ity and decreased as the original volume of eir and water were heated, 
attaining a fAirly constant value after the first hour of heating, and 
very!ng only slightly thereafter with the outside humiditJl. The relative 
humidity in the lprge wall t.ent wit.h no liner ran consist.ently higher than 
in t.he tents with liners. 
The values in Table 6 show that the coefficient for day runs 
when the per oent of sun was greater than zero were much lower than the 
aveX'rge values calculnted for night and overoast runs. .lIs explained pre-
viousJ..y, this varietion W8S due to the additional heat. p;iven to the tent 
by the fabric absorbing the sun's radiPt-ion ::.nd tr?nsferring it to the 
inside eire 
When eq~latlon en q :::: U A .A t is plotted, llsing A Atie. versus q, 
the heat input from the heaters, t,tle slope of the line is the coefficient 
U. Then on days with signific?nt solar rf1di8tion, A tie. becomes greater 
and the slope of the line or U becomes less. For the night runs a U-value 
ot 1.26 is calculated from the slope, whereas the line approximating 
100 per cent sun £;1 ves a value ot 0.51. It is observed in TB.ble 6 that 
the vf.\lues of overBl1 coefficients tor overcast dp.,ys approach those tor 
night runs. This figure 81so shows that for a tempereture difterenee 
between inside and o;ltside eir ot 15 or, 11,200 BTU/Hr. is necessary at 
night in B lsrge wall tent wi t.11 no liner, l'1her888, only 3,700 BTU/Hr. is 
necessary dl1r:tng the day with 100 per cent .. sun. 
Figure 10 is a plot of the efrective bea.t input from the sun 

versus the time of day for various trent-liner combinations. This effective 
heat input VIas calc'u.atred, using averf'ge vslues of coefficients frOID. the 
d8ta of night and overcast runs. Then, :lBing U, A tmd the meas:l.red At, 
the he8t input, q, was 08lousted from equation (3), q :: U A b. t, and the 
effective solar beat input calculated from the difference between the 
measured ~md calol.llatred hea.t input. 
rl"'<;g ;;mo1mt of rfldbtion absorbed by the trent fabrio varies with 
the intensity of the sun's radiation. This intensity vt'ries with the 
position of "MiS 8 1lD in the sky (time of di9Y), U!.onth of year, and condition 
of the sky. The influence of some of these variables on the heat re-
q;,:irements of the tent is observed by comparing the several runs shown in 
Figura 10. Runs 24, 4.3, and 70 were for a 100 per cent sunny dB;,Y in the 
morning d'lring February. Runs 22, 42, and 5.3 were for a 100 per cent 
s'Jnny d!"lY in Februa.ry in the afternoon. Run 26 was for B 100 per cent 
sunny day in April. It also is noticed that even thoueh the s'..m 1mS 
shiningvnththe sameintf~nsity on all the tents, it d:1.d not effectively 
heat them all by the seme amo'mt, but inversely to the amount of insulBtlon 
in the form of liners that they contained. In the morning, for instance, 
the su.n effectively added he(,lt in the raMo of 40 to 16 to 8 in the three 
tents, i.e., the 8 'm increased the temperature difference ln the tent with 
no liner five times 8.8 much as in the tent with fiberglas liner. After the 
the tent fabric has absorbed the radiation from the s,m, it re-radiates 
t,his heat f'lither to the outside air and grormd or to the inside surface. 
'ilhen the tent contains a liner, especia.lly a wbite one with high reflec-
tivity, the liner offers further resistance to the transfer of the sunts 
heat to the inside air and hence more is re-radiated to the outside, 
accounting for the lower effective heat from the sun in the tents with 
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liners. 
In examining the beat transfer oharacteristics of variolls fabric 
combimltions in tentage, as in the foregoing section, it was considered 
im.porb.nt to aXEl,mine the data to determine what properties or factors were 
responsible for the ditferences resulting from using the different liners. 
For instance, it was desired to know whether .fabrics themselves contri.buted 
ma,terially to the insull.'ition, or whether the ail" film resistance on each 
sclrfaoe of a f:il.bric was the controlling factor. Experience indicated that 
the Intter should be controlling since the tebrics W{1re thin and rela-
tively good conducters. 
The fact that weight, and to some degree, the color and finish-
ing treatment of the fabrics used 4S Bners in tents hf.>d l:l.t.tle effect 
upon the overall coefficient or temperature drops across them, was shown 
by the res'.tlts from the 4.0 oz. cotton liner (white) and the 8.0 oz. 
cotton d'lOK liner (O.D. 7). The overall ooeffioient and tempera.ture drops 
across both ot th ese liners were identic8~. This identity of results gave 
credence to the concept that the two air films constituted the main 
resistances, and that the weB.ve, weight, and treatment of the fabric had 
little effect. This theory, of oourse, may not be rigoro1ls whE'.ll consid-
ering blanket type fabrics with greater thickness and/or larger amounts 
of nap. 
Further evidence of the controlling effect of the number of 
ftlhric-to-air interfaces was observed from a plot of temperature differ-
ences between the liner and tent fabrics, the inside 8ir l!nd the outside 
air <as ~bscissa) versus heat input. This plot 1s shown on Figure 11 
where the lines in ascending order represent the elevation of the follow-
ing above outside air temperature; (1) tent deck using 4.0 oz. liner or 
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no liner, (2) inside sir temperature using no liner, (J) liner deck using 
4.0 oz. liner, (4) inside air using 4.0 oz. ltner, and (5) inside air 
11sing 1/2 inch thick fiberglas liner. The mtmber of air films encountered 
between outside air and the points of measurement for the various lines on 
Figure 11 in ascending order are: (1) one, (2) two, (J) three, (4) fo"ur, 
and (5) six. It 1s seen from the plot that the temperature differences 
for the tent and 4.0 oz. liner increase in the ratios of one, two, three, 
and four and, therefore, indioate an exact correspondenoe with the number 
of air films encountered. 
From these results it was ooncluded that the net:1Te of the 
fabric, be it the tent deck or the liner, has little effect on temperature 
drops 2nd consequently little e.f'.f'ect on t,he overall ooefficients. It was 
further eoncl'lded thBt addition of IHlother liner, thereby increasing the 
number of f8bries to three and the number of air film.s to six, would add a 
proportionate amount of insulation. 
The fiberglas liner consisted of 1/2 inch thick fiberglas 
between two layers of 4 oz. white ootton. 'fhis would give the fiberglas 
Ilner t'oilr air films, two for each layer of 4 oz. cotton. '!'hese four ur 
films plus the two for the tent fabric would give 8 total of six air films 
for the 1/2 ineh thick fiberglas aa shown ill Figure 11. This would in-
dicate that the fiberglas offered no addi tiona! resists.nce to tlle heat 
now but aot.ed merely as a spacer for the tHO sheetings ot 4 oz. white 
cotton. 
Although the relstive merits of vari~JS liners was shown from 
a heat transfer viewpoint, the liner with the lowest coefficient, i.e., 
fiberglas, had the greatest bulk and greatest weight. A more realistic 
v8luEI.tion should include a practioAl study ot the weight, bulk, and cost 
rela.tionships for the various liners. 
Each type ot liner has a speclfio weight Rnd bulk and, tor fixed 
oondi tions bas a corresponding weight and. bulk requirement of fuel. It 
the sum of the weight or bulk ot the liner and fuel is CalCulBted, the 
liners may be oompared and \Yeight and b'llk sevings may be calculated. The 
cost of the i'uu req!lired With each liner 2~SO may be calculated. and 
savings determ1ned.. 
For comparative purposes, the following conditions were ass'lmed: 
(1) A one-month field operation using la.rge wall tents for 
which all tentage and fuel must be carried. 
(2) Hea.ting req~lirement8 "ontlnuous for 24 hours per day. 
(3 ) Oil or gasoline heating units .. 
(4) Fuel value: 15,000 BTU/lb. 
(5) Desired comfort index ot 140. 
(6) OUtside s.ir tempere.ture 40 o}\ Md 20 of. 
The following weight and bulk values were found experimentally 
tor liners tor large wall tents: 
'1}rpe Liner 
No liner 
4.0 oz. Liner 
8.0 oz. Liner 
1/2 inch Fiberglas Liner 
TABLE 2 
W1.UGHT AND BULK OF LDlERS 
Weight, lbs. 
o 
20 
40 
5, 
Bulk, cu. ft. 
o 
2 
2 
7 
The nomogram of Figure 9 was used to determine the heating 
requirements in BTU/Hr. for the above liners and for no liner at the 
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tempere.ture of 40 0,. and 20 or. Using the fuel value factor of 15 .. 000 
BTU/lb., the hourly fuel consumption was determined, ~nd the hourly f'uel 
savings as compered to a tent with no liner were calclJlated~ Using the 
weights of each liner. the hours of operation were determined for the fuel 
weight saving to equel the corresDonding liner weight. The vo1'lJlle ot fuel 
saved per hour with the various liners and the days of operation necessary 
for bulk savings to equal liner bulk were determined. The results of these 
calculations are sllmmarized in 'fable 8. 
From this tabulation it is apparent that any at the liners 
become economical tor operations of from IS to 33 hours, and that further 
operation resluts in a net savings of tuel weight. The time required tor 
the liner to return a saving is lessened at lower air te.:lperat:U-8s. Bulk 
. se.vings are not quite so impressi va I however. At 40 Of, only :3 d8Ys are 
required for the 4.0 oz. or 8.0 oz. liners to pay for themselves on a bulk 
basis. This value is reduced to less then 2 days a.t 200 F. The fiberglas 
liner h8.ving considerable lulk recpires 8.9 and 5 days to retHm tit savings 
at air temperatllres of 40 OF and 20 OF, respectively. It mIry be con-
cluded from these results that for operations of one week duration at these 
temperatures, the 4.0 oz. liner would yield significant savings of both 
weight and tulk, whereas, the 8.0 oz. liner would not ;rield quite as much 
wt:ight saving, and the f:lbergl p 8 liner would not be practical on a bulk 
saYing basis .• 
Table 9 is a summary of fuel cost (5 cents per gallon), fuel 
weight, r!~el bulk, total weight ot tuel, liner, and container, totel bulk 
of f!lel, liner, and container, 2nd savings of cost, weight, and bulk due 
to the use of a liner for one month's operation at temperat'lres of 40°'. 
and 20°' and for 8. comfort index of 140. 'l'he percent saving in cost, 
weight, Bnd bulk a.t 40 of lI'I.8Y be seen to be lar~e with the fiberglas liner, 
high in cost mel weight savings, and equal in bulk sfivings to the others. 
At 20 0" however, the fiberglas liner bas savings of approximately 75 per 
oent for all three, whUe the 4.0 oz. and the 8.0 oz. liners have only 
62 per cent savings. This l"€:;ipresents an improvement over the 4.0 oz. and 
f.O oz. liners of abolt 20 per cent while they eacb represented ~n im-
provement over 8. no liner operation of 62 per oent. For one month's op-
eration at 20 of, the 2,210 pounds saved by using • fiberglas liner is 
considered signifioant. 
From the Table 9 the values ot fuel eost, total weight and bulk 
for one month's operation have been plotted against overall heat transfer 
coefficients (see F1gu.re 12). Values of these quantities at a coefficient 
of 0.125 were ealOtllated on a theoretical basis and plotted on the grsph 
to complete the curves Imd to emphasize the minimum point :tn the bulk 
curves. 
The c 'Jl"Ves for weight and cost decrease for decreasing values 
of the overall 'coefficient, whereas the bulk cllrve in both eUEls goes 
through a minimum. This min 'hnum may be seen to:~iove to\'ll'8rd lower coet-
fieients for lower air temperat.ure. The minimum of the bulk c:rve varies 
as condit.ions change; for long operations, or lower temperatures, the 
minimum moves toward lower coefficients, whereas, tor short operations 
and milder t.emperatures, the minimum moves toward higher coefficients. 
In general, it may be stated that at te!:1peratures of 20 or to 
40 0" fiberglas liners should be used on operations of several weAks or 
longer and the lighter 4.0 oz. liners sbaud be used on short operations. 
Likewise. semi-permanent tentage should be eqaipped with fiberglas liners. 
The aboVe anBlysis was mede s.t mild temper2ltllres ;:lnd speoifically 
for e. large wElll tent, and, therefore, sho;:ld nct be assilm~)d to bold true 
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for all tentage. A sim11ar annlysis, however, may be mllde .for any tent 
and oondi tiona desired with the use ot the nomogrsm of Figure 9. 
PART II 'l'SMPP;RATURE CONTROL II TENTS - 5mBIER PHASE 
From previous work ot this nature, it was knmm that the .flies 
which shaded the largest portion ot a tent from direct solar radiation were 
the 1'OOst effective in lowering the air and fabric temperatures of the 
tent. (16) In accordance with these findings, a fly 18 feet long and 28 
feet wide with a hood on one end, as shown in Figure 13, was designed. 
Since the large wall tents used in this test _rEI pitched with the ridge 
North-South, it was necessar;y to bave the hood only in the South end. 
A second fly was constructed with the same dimensions as the 
first, but, of two layers of fabric, the outer fabric, 6., oz. oxford 
(O.D. 1), and the inner fabric, 4 oz. white cotton. This technique per-
mi tted the ma1ntenmee ot oamouflage and at the same time took advantage 
of the better refleotivity ot the white surtece in reducing radiation from 
the O.D. 1 f~ to the tent. 
Thermocouples (attached to the inside surface of the tent by 
a small strip of adhesive tape) were located at the center of the decks, 
ends, side nlls, and ground cloth. Thermocouples also Vlere attached to 
the underside of the tlies. ~'fhen th.e tent was open.. the inside air temp-
erature n, measured with a thermocouple. .All of the thennoeouples were 
brought to a selector swit.oh outside the tent .. making it unneceS8&ry to 
enter tt~ olosed tents during the runs. In these tests "closed" reters to 
a tent with side walls pegged down fI.nd tightl3' tied at the corners and 
end-door openings. ftOpen" refers to the tent in whioh the side walls ani 
ends are completelY rolled up, leaving only the deck overhead. These. two 
conditions give the extremes of tent usage, and 811.y other partial opening 
of the tent would give intermediate results. 
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Four serles ot runs w@re mllde and the data are shown in Table 10 
in the Appendix. In run 1, a comparison waa made between tit large nll. tent 
completely Closed and unprotected, and 8 large wall tent oompletelY olosed 
and protected by a large, hooded, single ls,yer fly. In run .3 emparisons 
of the same st.ruotures were made with the tents open. In runs 2 and 4, 
the effectiveness ot the single lsyer fly was compared ylth that of the 
double lsyer fly with the tent closed (rua 2) and tbe tent open (run 4). 
A oomptirison of these de.ta is shown in Tables 11 and 12. In the 
compilations, the average air and surface temperetlJ.res tor tbe various 
ooOOi tiona are presented. The average ins ide surface temperatures are 
weighted averages of the temperatures of the side walls, ends, and decks 
of the tent, giv1.ng a tem.perature oorresponding to tit s1ngl.e surfaoe a.t a 
tElllllperature such that the total radiation approximates that trom the 
severel tent surt aoes. Therefore a oomparison of the several. tents, un-
proteoted or proteoted by the fiies, oan be sho·.m as temperature diller-
anon. These data are listed in Table 1.3. From this table it is observed 
that the inside air of the unprotected tent (olosed) 1s 19 to 34 or 
bigller than the outside air, whereas, the tent (closed) protected by a 
single ... lqer fly 1s only 4 to 10 OF high$r than the outside air. There-
fore, under these conditions of outside air (70 to 86 OF), the large, 
hooded, single layer n,y reduoed the inside air temperature of' the tent 
lS to 24 0.,. as oompared to that ot the unprotected lly and held the air 
temperature ot the tent within 10 0, ot ambient air at all ttmes. 
However, the oomfort of the individual in 8 tent is not only 
a .function of the inside air temperature but also a f'u.nction ot the 
emisslvi-ty and temperature of -the surfaoe radiating to his body. A c0m-
parison ot the surfaoe temperatures reveals that the inside surface of the 
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unprotected tent was 9 to 13 0, higher than the inside air, whereas, in 
the tent protected by the single lll.yer fly, the inside surface tem.per~tl1re 
was only 1 to 4 of higher than the inside air temperature. This result 
mema that the occupant in the :.tni>rotected tent was exposed to a surface 
which .s 20 to 37 0, higber than the corresponding surfaoe within the 
tent protected by a single fabrio fly. 
Tn the second series of runs a comparison was made betwe~n the 
double fabric fly and the single fabric fly. The double fabric fly re-
duced the inside air temperature of the tent to wi. thin 6 0, of the ambient 
air temperature, 2 to It OF lower than the inside air in the tent protected 
by the single fabric fly. It also gave 811 inside surfaoe tempt'rat:ure 1 to 
.3 0, lower than the single layer lly. In thes. runs, the air temperatures 
remained in the seventies t.md altho-1gh good results mtre obtained with the 
double layer ny, even better results would be expected s,t the higher 
temperatures. 
With the tents open the inside air approached the ambient air 
when either fly os used and was within 4 0, of ambient when no fly was 
used", However, the inside surface temperature WBS found to be 15 to 20 0, 
higher in the unprotected tent than in the tent protected by' a fly. 
Figure lb 1s a plot of air and s'J.rface t13mperatu,res versus time 
for one portion of run 1 .. with a line (dotted) for the double layer fly 
calculated from the results of run 2. This curve shows the effect of the 
various liners 1Irhen the outside air tEmperature and wind velocity condi-
tions were those that prevailed in this run. Allot these data 1mre t.8ken 
on It clear, 100 per cent sunny ds3' wit.h the wind velocity lees than 10 mph 
at all times. 
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PART III ARCTIC SHELTER DESml~ 
Further consideration of 'the problems and results of experienoe 
in Alu1can tests during the winter of 1946-47 showed the necessity of sev-
eral modifications in the design of the Arctic shelter frame. Since the 
shelter was to be vehiele-portable, the members should have a maximum 
length of 12 feet. Accordingly the desi.gn of the Arctic shelter trame "u 
revised so that it tulfilled this speeitice.tion. This oMnge resulted in 
a slight ohange in the height and oontour of the frame tmt did not etfect 
the essentials of the design. 
Still ttlrther consideration of the design led to several addi-
tional changes, nnd the drawings were 8ga.in revised to inolude these DeW' 
ideas. This final revision is shown in the drawings on pages 63 through 
69. It was deoided that transportation on the smallest army vehicle 
avaUable £or this '..lBe would necessitate It shorter length of the members. 
Therefore a new' maximum of 8 feet in length mu.; set and the structure was 
a.gain revised. Reducing the length of the I-beam arches MAde it necsssar,)" 
to change the placement of the purlins, which connected adj~eEmt ribs, 
and to add an additional purlin to eaoh side of the frame. Therefore the 
new design has 8 side pur1ins instead of 6 (drawing no. 1). This change 
in the MS.xi.m'Wll length of the members also necessitated breaking the lower 
vertieals in the end ssctions at their center and u.sing a wing nut clamp 
to fasten the two sections together. 
A .eooM change in the design was the use or an entrance 4 teet 
wide in the ends, reducing the. number of verticals to 4 instead of 6 (draw-
ing no • .'3). In order to attach the fabric cover and prevent its exoessive 
na.pping during winds, 8. horizontal. tube identical to the verticals was 
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pleced on each side of the end section between the large door vertioal. 
nember and the arched rib. 
The severe cold ot the Arctic regions makes it neoessary to wear 
haa.,.,. arctic m:i.ttens while erecting the shel tar. The threading of n1J.ts on 
bolts entailed considerable dirflcult~ and it was decided to replaoe nuts 
and bolts by other types of fasteners wherev-er possible in the trame de-
sign. Origin8.lly the floor rib joint and I-beam ridge joint were oonneoted 
by a nut. and bolt gusset plate. The hook and pin arrangement shown in 
draing 4 \¥as devised for use a.t these oonneotions. The hook oonsists of 
an aluminum channel 8 inohes long permanently attaohed toO one beam by nuts 
and bol~s '1":'"'1.:11 8 hook extending beyond the end of the beam. '1'be other 
beam contains It serrated steel pin whioh slips into the slot of the hook. 
When one bea. is rotated 90 degrees this pin (slightly oftset) tightens 
against the hook and mekes a rigid joint. 
'1'he !-bema splice in both the arched ribs and noor were con-
nected by a bolted channel plate. This seme channel was used permanently 
bolted to one section of the beam (dra:tdng no. 4). A hole '\Yea drilled 
through the top md bottom nanga of both the I-beam and channel and a 
pin (with a collar) slipped into the hole in the upper f'le.nges. To permit 
this operation, the two holes were elongated toward the n~.nge edge. The 
pin had a lever 8.ttached at the center so that it could be turned 90 
degrees with a cam aotion) forcing the channel tightly aga.inst the I-beam. 
The complicated purlin olamp ftS replaced by the seme lever-pin 
arrangement described above (dra:w1ng nQ. 5). 
The new type of hook-pin connection used at the ridge did not 
permit the 11se ot the original purlin connection. Jhstead the web ot the 
ridge purlin T section WIlS notched so that it fitted into an oblong hole 
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in tbe flange 01 the channel and was held in place by a clamping pin. 
The new boltles8 fasteners described above were first made with 
cardboard templeta. From these the practicality ot the particu~Br fast-
ener was asoertained and working dimensions determined. Then full scale 
aluminum models were constructed end t.IJe tastener was made to work properly 
before being considered oomplete. 
Discussions with the manufacturers ot this shelter frame led to 
further changes in the method of manufacture of some ot the parts. It wtlS 
decided to use castings tor all connector plates i.n the end section shown 
on drawing no. 6 and to substitute welding insteed of machining wherever 
possible. These revised drawingaot the Arctic shelter trame (shown on 
pages 6) through 69) include detailed descriptions of the following 
mod1ticatioNll maximum length of members, 8 feet; a 4 toot entrance in 
the end section; B. hori$ontal support in the end section; hook and pin 
fasteners at the I-beam splices and side purlin oonnections; oblong slotted 
connections for the ridge purlin) and aluminum castings for end section 
connectors. 
SUlIllARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
PART I TEMPERATURE CONTROL IN TENTS - WINTER PHASE 
From the results of this study, liners ~ found to be an 
effective means ot reducing beat 1088 from tents. The oomparative values 
of the heat loss coefficients gave good indications of the value of the 
liller-tent oombinations. OVer the range ot wind velooities encountered in 
these tests a tent with no liner was found to have a ooefficient of heat 
loss of 1.26 BTU/(Hr.}(sq. ft.)(OF) whereAs the ooefficients tor the 4 oz. 
white cotton oonventional, the 4 oz. white cotton low praftle liner, the 
8 oz. O.D. 7 cotton liner, and the 1/2 inch thiok ftbergles liner were 
0.58, 0.58, 0.58, and 0.37 BTU/(Hr.)(sq.ft.)(Or), respeotively. 
F.rom thecom.fort relations, it DS found that the comfort of an 
occupant in a tent was a function of the average sartace temperAture to 
whioh he was exposed as well 88 the inside air temperatu.re. A comfort 
index equal to the Bum of inside air temperature and the average inside 
surface temperttture afforded a satisfactory comparison tor various liner-
tent combinations. 
It a.S fOlun that the color, weight, and materiel of the liner 
had little effect on ttle heat loss. The amount of resistance to heat 
now was a function of the number of air films anoo:lntered, and double or 
triple layers of fabrios were considered the bast means of ins'.lla.tlng a 
tent. 
Also, loll' profile liners that allow sufficient head room shcmld 
be superior to conventional ltners since they Rive s. more favorable temp-
ere.ture distribution in the tent and beve less weight and bulk. 
The llse of these liners afford significll.nt lJavinglJ in the eost. 
weight, and b~.llk of fuel required for field tent operation. The greater 
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the 1nau].atiA, nlu .t _e l:laer. the cr8.ter 1. 1;be peroenu • • t 
•• Y1.,. 
,. 
PART II TEMPERATURE COt."l'ROL IN TENTS - SUMMER PHASE 
From the results of this 1rork it seems bighl,y desirable to use 
large ntes similar to the hooded n ies used in this test J the fites 
should oompletely shade the tent trom. direct solar ra0.1e,t1on. The double 
l«rer ~ improved the comfort of the tent but not suffioiently to justit,r 
the additional weight and manufacturing expense. It seems preferable to 
make the fly of a lHterial lighter tn$ll 12.29 oz. duck sinoe it need not 
be subjected to stresses as severe a8 the tent itself. 
Tbe use of this type of large_ hooded fly" 8ppe~,.rs to be the 
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limit of the amount of oooling that oan be glven a tent by elther a fl.y or 
liner as long 88 it is necessa.ry 1:.0 bave the ou.tside surface of oamouflage 
color. It has been ahon that the effectiveness of the tlT oan be increased 
SOllltmhat by the use of an inner surface which has a low emissivity, tor 
example, such a.s the double lqer tly or light oolored under surfaoe. 
However, these methods have not shown suf'fj.ciellt improvement to warrant 
their recommendation. 
The solution to tbe problem of su:mmer phese temperatm:·e control 
of tents may be resolved into the following techniques in order of i.mpor-
tance: (1) Open tent tor air temperature reduction, (2) lerge, booded fly 
tor air and interior surfa,oe temperet'lre reduction, (3) inner fly snrface 
and/or inner tent surface of 10« emissivity for radiation reduction. 
The combination of (1) and {2) produces an interior tent temp-
erature only slightly' above MI.bient air temperature with re880nabl,y low 
radiation to. the o.ccupants. 
PART III ARCtIC SHELTER DESIGN 
The Arctic shelter freme hils been redesigned 8S suggested by 
experience in the Arctic. The trame can easily be erected while wearing 
Arctic JII.ittens since operlttions requiring the thrs8.ding of nuts on bolts 
h8'9'6 been replaced by boltless fasteners. The length of individ,181 mem-
bers ot the f'ra:me hBS been reduced to a minimum ot 8 teet Wlking the shel-
ter vehicle-porteble. It now oontains a 4 toot entrence with rernovable 
vertioals tor a 16 toot entrance. It is believed that this design ful-
fills the necessary req:lir';!Ulents tor a general purpose Arctic shelter 
frame. 
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I.IS'!' OF SYMBOLS 
Symbols Unite 
Ab80rptivit.y' oc 
Area A sq. ft. 
Ares Factor in Radiation FA 
Coefficient ot Heat Transfer, Conduction be BTU/(Hr.) (Sq.tt.)(oF) 
Coeffioient of Heat Transter, Individual h .-
Coetticient ot Heat Transter, (Warall U It 
Coett1cient of Heat Transfer, Radiation br " 
Conduotion c 
Fmi881vity e 
Emissivity Factor in Radiation FE 
Heat Flow, Quantity Q BTU 
Heat P'low, Rate q BTU/Hr. 
Radiation r 
Re.nectiY1ty Fa.ctor 'R 
Specitic Heat Cp BtU/(lb. ) (oY) 
Temperature t 0, 
temperature, Absolute T OR 
Temperature, Air Inside t1 0, 
Temperature, Air Otltside ta .. 
'l'em.perature, Average Surface ast tt 
'l'em.perat1lre, Equlvuent Air tab .. 
Temperatllre, Floor tt .. 
Temperature, Ground tg lit 
Temperature, Liner Fabric tL If 
Temperature, Mean RAdiant mrt It 
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LIST OF SnmoLS (CO}iTINUED ) 
Name Symbols Units 
Temperatnre" Tent Fabric tn 0, 
Temperature. Surface. ts " 
Tempera,tUN, Surroundings ~ 
q 
'lime e Hr. 
Transmissivity Factor 't 
Velocity V Mi./Hr. 
Weight. Vi lbs 
DERIVATION OF NCIMOORAM 
For the oonstruction ot the nomogram rela.ting comfort index, 
outside air, end the types of' liners and tents, equation (23) is broken 
down into the following produot or sum. equations by introducing two new 
parameters C and K. 
K ==...3.. 
. .1 
()O) 
(31) 
()2) 
Equation (32) could be represented by B. nomogram. ot three parallel lines 
and equations ()O) and ell) b7 a "Z"chart, two lines being parallel and 
one diagonal. These nomograms could be oonstructed by a relatively simple 
geometric method since they are All straight lines. However, the more 
general method of nomogram oonstr~ction, using determinants, WAS applied 
to this particular problem~(11) 
The range of varia.bIes ware fixed as followst 
l' 0 to 160 
ta 0 to 70 0, 
q 0 to 80,000 BTU/ar.; 
U 0 to IS B1'U/(Hr. )(sq. ft. )(0') 
A. 0 to 1,200 sq. ft. 
The value of ht" was assumed equal to 2.3" an average found 
from previous runs to be representative. 
Equation (32) was put in the form, 
T - 2ta - C == 0 ()2a) 
Tba constr~etional determinant in functional form for equation (328) was, 
- 0, II:l. t1 (1') 1 .0 
o 
m:t ·3 
- t2 (t .. ) 1 
m:t + ·3 .,. 
tn) 
1 
- 6, 1 .0 
o 1 (34) 
1 
where S, and 53 are distanees between parallel lines and ~ and !13 are 
seale moduli. 
The width of the nomogram tor eq'.1stion (32a) was chosen as 4 
inches, giving, 
0, -+ 53 == 4 
The length ot the so ales were set at 6 inches and the scale 
moduli were determined using the limits of the rling8 ot eacb variable. 
The values of 6, and 53 were than oaloulated, giving, S l1li 2 and S == 2, 
when Di = 11) l1li 0.0375 • 
The resultant determinent tor plotting the nomogram then bece.J'lle, 
- 2.0 
o 
2.0 
0.0.375 T 
0.037, ta 
- 0.0.375 c 
1 
1 
1 
=0 
(35) 
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'!'he nomogram has three parallel lines, 2 inches on oenter, esch 
with a scale factor of 0.0375, with the C line inverted. 
Equation ()1) was put in the form, 
()Ia) 
The construotional determinant in functional form for this 
equation ()1a) 11'8-8, (18) 
o 
t (w) 
Sg "1 t (w) ... 1 
:!Ill _ 111" t (If) ... 8" 
J t (VI) ... 1 J 
~ t (0) 
o 
1 cO 
1 
1 
Treating this determinent as before, the form used for plottiu6 became, 
o - 0.0375 c 1 aO 
4 (- 0.0:'15) (,:!) 
o 1 
1 
The nomogram resulting from equation (31a) 1mS plotted with 
the C line coinCiding with the 0 line of the first nomogram and with 
the Kline pa,rellel to it at a distance of 4 inches to the right. The 
(36) 
(37) 
.. line was plotted in terms of U as a diagonal between the C and K lines. 
Equation (30) was put in the form, 
()Oa) 
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The construotional determinant in functional form for equation 
(30.) is the same a. equation ()6). The equation used for plotting the 
tinal nomogram became, 
o 7.5 x 10'" q 1 cO 
o 1 
4 - 0.09 I 1 
The nomogram resulting from equation ()Oa) n.e piotted with 
the K line coinciding with tbe K line of the second nomogrsm and the 
q line parallel to it at a distance of 4 inches to the right. The A 
line was plotted dlagonall¥. 
()8) 
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Wet Bulb 
ReI. Hum. N 
Wet Bulb 
ReI. Hum. 
East- tt 
" 6 tt 
" tt 
West- tt 
" 6 tt 
II ft. 
West- ft 
" rt 
East- ft 
II !t 
WIND SPEED - m1 hr 
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TABLE 3 LIST OF TEST RUNS ... TYPE AND nATHE! 
Test. Date Time Ground Heat OUtside Relative Wind % Sun 
No. 1947 ot Cloth Input Air Humidity Vel. 
Run B'l'U1Hr Temp. % mph 
(Approx,,) 
C.S.1. 
URGE WALL TENT - NO LnmR 
1 2/J..3 12pm-9_ 12.29 12,500 24..140 66 - N~~ht 2 2/),.2 9am-12pm. It 12,500 29-43 4h -3 2/24 2pm-4pa It U,380 28 .... 29 71 5.5 0 
4 2/2; 10 .... 12pm tt 12,260 21-30 - ,.5 0 , 2/26 12pm-lOam It 12,260 26-)1 - .0 Night 6 2/27 2Pm-4pm II 11,120 31-38 42 4.7 100 
7 2/28 9 __ 12am fI 11,750 35-37 33 1.8 97 
8 ~?1 9am-llaa " 12,200 33-40 60 3.3 22 , 2pm-4pm II 11,100 42-44 ;3 5.7 0 
lO l~ 7pm-lOpm " 12",0 47-50 50 0.0 Night 11 10pJa-2am fI 8,000 4h-~ 0.0 Night 12 3/1) lOa-lpm None 8,000 43- 6 100 2.3 0 
~ 30 lpa-4pm 12.29 8,700 32-34 70 5.6 43 2 21 1Opm-12pm • 7,930 29-34 60 4.2 66 
15 2n.9 1Opm-12pm. fI 8,100 23-21 - 3.9 100 16 4/8 9pm.,..2am It 6,000 48-49 ... 1.3 Night 
17 "n,.9 ~ ff 6,000 3;-36 - 3.9 100 18 4/8,' 2Pm-l~pm 11 ,,840 32-34 60 6.0 14 
19 2/19 9pm-12pm It 6,000 34-40 , 59 0.7 44 
20 2/21 2pm-4pm (l 6,450 52 ... 53 32 0.4 100 
21 3~ lOpm-la If 4,000 h9-52 1.2 Night 22 3 0 t:t: If 4,000 140-42 - - 100 ~, 4/9 fI 4,000 24-40 66 3.9 0 2/21 lOpm-l2pm tf 4,000 28-34 39 4.4 100 
25 3/12 10p1l-12pm ft 0 42-h7 72 6.9 -26 4/3 1pm-5pm " 0 59-6) - 1.7 100 27 4/3 9pm-2am It 0 50-;2 68 1.7 Night 
28 3/12 7pm-lOpm None 12,500 47-;0 64 0.0 Night 
29 3/10 2pm-4pa II 6,450 52-53 35 2.4 100 
LARGE WALL TENT - 4 oz. WHItE COTTON LmUt 
30 2/12 10am-12pm 12.29 12,500 29-43 40 0 
31 2/J..2 10aa-12p1l ff 12,Soo 29-43 73 - Night 32 2/13 12pm-1Oam It 12.500 24-40 82 - Night 
~l 2/25 1Oam-12pm 
tt 12,260 27-30 - 3.5 0 2/25 10am-12pm It 12,260 27-30 - 4.5 Night 35 2/26 12pm-l0am .. 12,260 26-31 - 3.0 Night )6 2/24 2pm-4pm " 11,380 28-29 71 5.5 0 
37 2/21 lOam-12_ M 7,930 29-34 52 4.2 66 
38 2/27 2pm-hpm It 8,000 37-38 40 4.7 100 
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TABLE 3 (CONTINUED) 
Test Date Time Ground Heat ()1tslde Relative W1nd 
_SUn 
No. 1947 ot Cloth Input Air HumiditY' Vel. 
Run BTU/fir Temp. ~ mph 
(Approx.) 
c.s.r. 
LARGE WALL 'tENT - 4 oz. WHITE COTrON LINER 
39 2/19 9 __ 11_ 12.29 8,100 2.3-27 - 3.9 100 40 2/21 2pla-4pm .. 5,8ha 32-34 60 6.0 33 
1U 2/28 10am-l2_ It 6,000 ~~ 40 1.8 97 42 2ZU 2pm-bpm ,. 4,000 - - 100 
~ 2/27 lOa-12_ 
n 4,000 2~4 .39 4.4 100 
3't 9am-Uam tt 12,200 .3 0 56 3.3 .22 45 3 3 lpm-4pm .. 8,7(.'0 32-34 86 5.6 43 
LARGE WALL TEh'T .... LOWF'ROFILI 4 oz.rmITE CarroN 1.00m 
46 ~~ 2pa-4pa 
.. 6,000 42-44 55 5.7 0 
47 9 __ Uam .. 6,000 34-bo 68 0.7 44 
48 3/5 2pm-4pm It 4,000 39~O 66 3.9 0 
LARGE WALl. TENT - 8 oz. o. D. 1 COTTON LINER 
49 2/)..2 10am-12pa " 12,;00 29-43 40 - 0 50 21').2 10am-12pn If 12,;00 29-43 73 - Night 51 2/13 12pm-l0em .. 12,;00 24-40 82 .... Night 
52 2A.9 10am-l2am • 6,100 23-21 .... 3.9 100 
53 2/11 2pm-4pm ft 4,000 40-42 - - 100 
LARGE WALL TENT - lL2 INCH FIBERGLAS LINER 
54 2/2; 1O __ 12pm .- 12,260 17-30 - 3.5 0 55 2/25 10am-12pm .. 12,260 27-)0 - 4.5 Night 56 2/26 12pa-1Oa It 12,260 26-31 - 3.0 141,ght 57 3/4 9 ..... 11_ • 12,200 33-hO 58 3.3 22 
58 2/24 2pm.-Upm tt 11,380 28-29 71 5.5 0 
59 3/).2 7pm-9pm None 12,550 47-50 50 0.0 Night 
60 2/21 10a-l2a 12.29 7,930 29-34 52 4.2 66 
61 3/13 10_12_ None 8,000 ~6 100 2.3 0 62 3/5 9aa-llam 12.29 6,000 -40 68 0.7 lJ4 
~ 2/21 === " 5,840 32-34 60 6.0 3' 3/).0 None 6,450 S2~ .32 2.4 100 6, 3~ IPm-4PDl 12.29 8,700 32- 8) 5.6 43 66  , 2Pa-4pm " 4,060 39 0 66 3.9 0 67 3/5 2P11l-4Pm " 6,000 42-b4 " 5.1 0 68 2/27 2pm-4pm .. 4,000 37-38 42 4.1 lOO 69 2/28 lOam-12_ ft 4,000 35-37 33 1.8 97 
70 2/27 lOam-12_ " 4,040 28-34 )9 4.4 100 
TABLE:3 (CON'l'INUED) 
Test Date Time Ground Heat cntside Relative Wind % Sun 
No. 1947 ot Cloth InpUt Air HumiditJ Vel. 
Run B'l'U1Hr Temp. ~ mpb 
(Approx.) 
C.5. t. 
SQUAD 'l'E~'" M-1945 - NO 1lliER 
71 h/3 . 9pm-2am 12.29 16,100 50-52 - 2.0 Night 
SQUAD TENT Y-194S ... 4 oz. WH:rrE CO'l"1'ON LINER 
72 4/8 9pm-2am 12.29 2),800 48-49 95 1.5 Night 
SQUAD TENT M-1945 - LOW PROFILE 4 OZ:imI'f'I.<; C01"l'ON 
73 4/11 9pm-2am 12.29 24,100 44-S0 - 0.0 Night 
SQUAD TENT M-194, - LOW PROFIlE lL2 :meB FIBERGLAS LINER 
74 4/9 9pm-1a 12.29 17,400 49-52 - 1.2 Night 
SQUAD TE~iT 1&-1945 - LOT{ PROFILE 4 oz. vmm COTTON LINER 
75 5/5 9pm-12a 12.29 18,500 SO-55 - 0.1 Night 76 5/6 12am-2am It 18,500 46-50 - 0.0 NiSht 
LARGE WALL TENT - NO LINER 
77 5/5 9pm-2am 12.29 12,000 46-55 - 0.0 Night and 
1 inch 
F.1berglu 
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TABLE 4 AIR, GRQu'ND. AND FABRIC TEMPERATURES 
Aver!le T~ature. Op 
Test cuts ide OUtside Inside Tent Liner Ground 
No. Ground Air Air Fabric tL Cloth 
tg t ti to (Floor) a tr 
1 28 28 44.5 37.4 - )6 2 32 41 70 66.2 - 46.4 
& 29 
28 45 38.5 - ~ )0 l4 62 56.8 -$ 28 27 43 34.4 - )8 6 31 38 73 69., - 48 7 31 36 74.5 73.9 - 50 6 )1 39 71 68.0 - 46 
9 33 43 59.6 ,2.2 - 46 10 ~ 48 60.5 53.0 - 49 11 45 5,.6 47.1 - ;3 12 42 44 56.5 49., - 47 13 32 13 11.2 67.5 - 43 14 )0 33 72.8 68.1 - 46 1, )2 2, 52.8 47.6 - 41 16 47 48 51.0 52.0 - 52 17 - 35 ,8.6 5.3.4 - -18 32 32 45.3 42.2 - 40 19 32 39 68.0 %.0 - 48 20 34 52 14.5 11.0 - 53 21 48 ,0 54 ,0 - 52.5 22 )0 41 65.3 61.4 - 42 
~, 32 .39 46.3 43.5 - 42 
~ 3,3 69.5 69.0 - 49 2, 45 52.0 57.0 - 45.5 26 52 61 83.0 93., - 63 27 u7 SoS 48.0 47.0 ....... 49.5 
28 38 48 61.0 54.0 - 50 
29 34 52.5 13.0 70,,0 - 54 
30 32 42,,0 16.0 f5.4 68 4~h5 
31 31 )1 67.0 0.0 ,6 47.0 
32 28 28 62.0 ,1·O 54 43.0 
~, 30 )1 72.0 58 49.0 27 27 63.5 32.5 Sl 45.0 
35 28 28 63.0 '5.5 53 46.5 
36 29 28 61.4 ,5.4 49.5 41.6 
37 )l 33 74.5 61.5 69 49.0 
38 )0 31 76.0 63 72 51.5 
,~ )0 26 63.0 50 59 44.8 32 33 54.7 37.4 47 46.0 
41 31 ,~ 75.5 67.1 71 48.8 42 30 6.3.3 66.0 65 44.2 
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TABLE 4 (COlJTINUF.D) 
JI~ver!ie Teml?;!rature of 
Teat Qlts1de OUtside Inside Tent Liner Ground 
No. Ground Air Air hbrlo tL Cloth 
t.g ta '1 tD (noor) 
tl 
4) 32 33 74.0 66.1 70 50.0 
44 )l. 19 79.5 61.0 76 52.7 
45 32 33 14.5 60.5 69 J~1.1 
46 )) 42 62.0 41.0 58 41.5 
41 )2 ho 74.0 7).0 16.5 49.5 
48 j) 40 55.5 48.7 54 43.2 
49 )2 41 18.5 58.9 11 50.0 
50 31 31 66.5 40.) 59 45.5 
51 28 28 63.0 :34.5 ;; 43.5 
$2 jO 21 66.0 54.0 61 45.8 
~ 30 h2 68.1 65.0 10 46.2 29 )l 84.5 39.6 82 56.0 
55 21 27 81.0 28.5 80 54.5 
56 28 28 82.0 28.1 80 ;5.5 
57 31 )8 8S.5 66.0 90 5;.; 
58 29 28 76.0 35.4 76 48.3 
59 )8 48 86.0 50.0 87 60.2 
60 31 33 80.0 63.0 77 51.0 
61 42 44 16 48.5 15 ;4.5 
62 32 40 19 66.0 79 52.5 
~ 32 32 6) 36.0 59 46.0 34 52 8) 71.0 82 57.8 
65 )2 33.5 81 70.0 18 52.7 
66 32 39 61.5 42.0 59 46.1 
67 33 42 62.5 44.0 59 48.1 
68 3l 38 74.0 6h.0 72 51.3 
69 31 36 14.0 67.0 73 49.3 
70 32 34 74.0 61.0 74 50.8 
71 47 (0 61.Jt 54.0 - 50 72 47.5 48 73.0 ,2.5 66 5; 
73 46 4; 1).0 6.0 67 60 
74 48 50 78.5 48.5 76 56 
75 50 ,0 72.0 53.0 66 62 
76 41 46 72.0 52.0 66 61 
71 48 48 64.0 56.2 - 58 
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Test Inside Liner Tent Inside Equivalent Tent Inside 
No. lli w.nws Fabric Air Oaltside Fabric Air 
lt1mls Tent M1:m:le Minwa Air JAnus Minus 
Inaide Fabric OUtside OUtside Tempera.t'l!"e tag tag 
Surface (ti-tD) Air Air 2t.a + ts 
(tt -tot or tD) A In (tn-t.J (tt-ta) 3 (tn-tag) (t1-t ag) 
A 1. Atna, At!.a Atag AtDag ~tlag 
1 7.1 - 9.4 16., 28 9.4 16.5 2 3.8 - 2,.2 29.0 - -, 6.S - 10.5 17.0 28.3 10.2 16.7 5.2 - 22.8 28.0 - -5 8.6 - 7.4 16.0 27.3 7.1 15.1 6 3.5 - 31.5 35.0 - - -7 0.6 - 37.9 38.5 - - -8 3.0 - 29.0 32.0 - - -9 7.4 - 9.2 16.6 - - -10 7.5 - 5.0 12.5 44.7 8.3 15.8 11 6.5 - 2.1 10.6 45.3 1.8 10.3 12 7.0 - 5.5 12.5 - - -13 3.7 - 34.5 ,38.2 - - -14 4.7 - 35.1 39.8 - - -1S 5.2 22.6 27 .8 - - -16 5.0 - 4.0 9.0 47.7 4.3 9.3 17 - - - - - -18 3.1 - 10.2 13.3 32 10.2 13.3 19 12.0 - 17.0 29.0 - - -20 3.S - 19.0 22.5 - - -21 4.0 - 0 4.0 49.3 0.7 4.7 22 3.9 - 20.4 24.3 - - -
~, 2.8 - 4.S 7.3 - - -0.5 - 36.0 36.5 - - -25 -5.0 - 12.0 7.0 43.3 13.7 8.7 26 -lO.S - 32.5 22.0 S8.0 35.S 25.0 27 1.0 - .. 3.5 -2.5 49.) -2.3 -1.3 28 7.0 - 6.0 13.0 44.7 9.3 16.3 29 3.0 - 17.5 20.5 - - -30 8.0 12.6 13.4 34.0 )8.7 16.7 37.3 
31 11.0 16.0 9.0 ,36.0 31 9.0 36.0 
32 8.0 17.0 9.0 ~.o 28 9.0 )4.0 
5l 14.0 12.0 15.0 .0 - - -12.5 18.5 5.5 36.5 27 5.5 )6.5 
35 10.0 18.5 7.5 35.0 28 7.5 35.0 
36 11.9 14.1 7.4 33.4 28.3 - -37 5.5 7.5 28.5 41.5 - - -38 4.0 9.0 26.0 39.0 - - -39 4.0 9.0 24.0 37.0 - - -40 7.7 9.6 4.4 21.7 - -
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TABLE , (CONTINUED) 
Test Inside Liner Tent Inside Equivalent Tent Ineide 
No '. Air }linus Fa.bric Air Otltside Fabric .Air Minus Tent Minus w.nua Air Uinus Minus 
Inside Fabric Outside antside Temperature tag tag 
Surface Air Air 2t.a ... tg (t,D-tag) (t1-t ag) 
(ti-tL or tD) (tL-tO) (tn-ta) (t1-t .. ) .3 AtDag Atiag A tis Atw 6tna .0 tis. A tag 
41 b., 3.9 31.1 39.5 - - -h2 -1.7 -1.0 24.0 21.3 - - --I2 4.0 3.3 :33.7 hl.a - - -)., 15.0 22.0 40.5 - - -45 5.5 8.5 27.5 lu.5 - - -h6 4.0 11.0 5.0 20.0 - - -47 -2.5 ).5 33.0 34.0 - - -48 1.5 5.) 8.7 15.5 - - -49 7.5 12.1 11.9 37.5 38.0 20.9 40.5 
50 7.5 18.7 9..3 35.5 )l 9.3 35.5 
,1 8.0 20.5 6.5 35.0 28 6.5 3,.0 
52 S .. O 7.0 27.0 39.0 - - -53 -1.3 5.0 23.0 26.7 - -54 2.5 h3.'''' 7.6 53.5 -55 1.0 51.5 1.5 54.0 - - -56 2.0 51.3 0.7 54.0 28 0.7 51~.0 
57 -1.5 24.0 28.0 50S - - -58 0 40.6 7.4 48.0 - - -59 -1.0 37.0 2.0 ~8.0 4h.7 5.3 hl.3 
60 3.0 14.0 30.0 7.0 - - -6l 1.0 26.5 4.5 32 - -62 0 11.0 28.0 39 - - -63 4.0 23.0 4.0 )l 32 h.o 31 
64 1.0 ll.O 19.0 ~.5 - -65 ).0 8.0 36.5 - - -66 2.5 17.0 3.0 22.5 '36.7 5.3 24.8 
67 3.5 15.0 2.0 20.5 39.0 ,.0 23.5 
68 2.0 8.0 26.0 36.0 - - -69 1.0 6.0 31.0 ,g - - -70 0 7.0 33.0 - - -71 7.4 - !~.O 11.4 - - --72 7.0 13.5 4.5 25.0 48 4.5 25.0 
+, 6.0 19.0 3.0 28.0 45.3 - -2.5 27.5 -1., 28.5 - - -7, 6.0 13.0 3.0 22.0 ,0 3.0 22.0 
16 6.0 lh.o 6.0 26.0 46 • .3 - -77 7.8 - 8.2 16.0 48 8.2 16.0 
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TABLE 6 OVERAlJ., AND INDIVIDUP.l. eOEn-IemNTS OF HEAT TRANSFER 
lndi vidlJ.sl Coefficient.. OVerall Coefficient 
'lest Inside Liner Tent Tent wide Inside 
No. Air to To Fabric Fabrio Airto Air 
IDside Tent To To CUtside To 
Surfaoe Fabrio OUtside tag Air t 
his hW Air hDag uta t~ 
hDa 
1 2.94 - 2.22 2.22 1.26 1.26 2 5.50 0.83 - 0.12 -.3 2.92 - 1.81 1.86 1.12 1.14 it 3.9u - 0.90 - 0.7.3 ,., 2.38 2.76 2 .88 1.28 1.30 , -6 5.)0 - 0.59 - 0.53 -7 32.7 - 0.52 0.51 -8 6.79 - 0.70 - o~6I:J -9 2.50 2.01 - 1.11 10 2.80 - 1..20 2.52 1.67 1.32 11 1.57 - 6 • .36 7.47 1.26 1.26 ·12 1.91 - 2 • .32 - 1.07 -
N 3.92 - 0.42 - 0.38 -2.81 - 0.38 - 0 • .33 -15 2.60 - 0.60 - 0.49 16 2.00 - 2.50 2.33 1.11 1.08 17 - - - - -18 3.12 - 0.96 - 0.73 -19 0.8) - 0.79 - 0.35 20 3.08 - 0.57 - 0.48 -21 1.67 - 00 9.60 1.67 1.42 22 ~ 1.71 0.33 0.21' - -23 2.38 - 1.48 - 0.89 -2b 13.3 - 0.19 - 0.18 -25 - - - -26 - - - -27 - - - - - -28 3.00 - 3.50 2.26 1.61 1.28 29 3.60 - 0.62 - 0.52 -,30 2.60 1.65 1.55 1.2$ 0.61 0.56 
31 1.69 1.30 2.37 0 o.,a -32 2.60 1.22 2.32 - 0.61 -33 1.46 1.70 1.)6 - 0.,0 -
~ 1.64 1.11 3.7) - 0.,6 -2.04 1.10 2.72 0.58 -36 1.59 1.35 2.,7 - 0.,7 -37 2.41 1.76 0.46 - 0.32 -)8 3.34 1.b8 0.51 - 0 • .31t -
'6 
3.37 1.50 0.56 0*&6 -1.34 1.02 2.22 o. 5 -
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TABLE 6 (CONTINUED) 
]ndividual Coefficients OVerall Coefficient 
Test Inside Uner Tent Tent Inside Inside 
No. lli to To Fabric Fabric Air to .Air 
Inside Tent To To OUtside To 
Surface Fabric OUtside t.ag Air tag 
his hw Air hnag Uta utag 
boa 
41. 2.22 2.57 0.32 - 0.25 -42 -3.92 -6.67 0.28 - 0.31 -t, 1.67 2.02 0.20 - 0.16 5.82 1.)6 0.93 - O.so -45 2.64 1.71 0.,:; - 0.35 h6 2.50 0.91 2.00 - O.so -47 -4.00 2.86 0.30 - 0.29 -48 4.45 1.26 0.76 - 0.4) -49 2.78 1.72 1.17 1.00 0.56 0.52 
50 2.78 1.12 2.24 - 0.59 -,1 2.61 1.02 3.21 - 0.60 -,2 2.71 1.93 O.so - 0.35 -,:; -,.13 1.33 0.29 0.25 -54 8.17 .47 2.69 - 0.38 -55 20.4 .40 1,.6 - 0 • .38 56 10.2 .40 29.2 - 0.38 57 -13.5 .8, 0.73 - 0.40 58, 00 .47 2.6 - 0.40 59 -21.0 .56 lOS 3.95 0.55 0.51 
60 4.4 .94 O.h4 0.28 -61 13.:; .50 2.96 O.hl -62 oc .91 0.36 - 0.26 -6:; 2.43 .42 2.h3 0.31 -64 10.7 .98 0.57 - 0.35 -65 4.8 1.81 0.40 - 0.31 -66 2.1 .40 2.25 1.28 0.30 0.27 
67 2.86 .67 5.00 2.00 0.49 0.l~2 
68 3 • .33 .84 0.26 - 0.19 69 6.67 l.n 0.22 - 0.18 70 ()O .96 0.20 0.11 -71 1.90 - 3.50 - 1.23 -12 2.96 1.53 4.60 - 0.84 -
i~ 3.48 1.10 7.00 - 0.75 -6.05 .55 ... 10.1 - 0." 75 2.70 1.24 ,.36 - 0.73 -76 2.70 1.1, 2.68 - 0.62 -71 2.,7 - 2.4h - 1.25 -
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TABLE 6 (CONTINUED) 
Ind1T1d;1ml. Coefficient. OVerall Coefficient 
Tn>e Inside Liner Tent tent Inside lnside 
Liner Air to To Fabrio Fabric Air to Air To 
Inside felt To To Otlts1de tq 
surface Fe.brio OUtside tag Air Uiag 
his hLD Air hnig Uia 
bDa 
LARGI WALL TENT 
Average Values (Night and OV'ereut Runs) 
No Liner 2., - 2.6 2., 1.27 1.26 
4 .s. Cotton 2., 1.) 2., 2.5 .,8 .,8 
8 oz. Cotton 2.$ 1.3 2., 2.5 .,8 .sa 
1/2 1noh 
F1berg1as - oS - - .40 .39 
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TABLE 7 COWi'ORT INDEX 
Test Inside Average Comtort 
No. Air Inside Index 
tt Surface tt .... ts 
'l't!mlperature 
ta 
1 hh.5 .37.1 Bl.6 
2 70 60.7 1)0.7 , 45 17.8 82.8 
62 53.4 115.4 , 43 35.5 78.5 
6 73 63.1 136.1 
7 14.5 61.5 llt2.0 
8 71.0 62.1 133.1 
9 59.6 ,0.6 110.2 
10 60.5 ,1.9 ll2.4 
II ,5.6 48.8 104.4 
12 56.5 48.9 105.4 
13 71.2 61.0 132.2 
14 72.8 62.1 134.9 
15 52.8 45.9 98.7 
16 57.0 53.) 110.3 
17 58.6 - -18 45.3 41.6 86.9 
19 68.0 53.9 121.9 
20 74.5 66.1 140.6 
21 54.0 50.1 104.7 
22 65.3 56 .. 1 121.4 
~& 46.3 43.2 89.5 69.5 63.6 133.1 
25 52.0 53.9 105.9 
26 83.0 8,.3 168.3 
21 48.0 41.6 95.6 
28 61.0 53.0 114.0 
29 73.0 65.7 138.1 
30 16.0 63.1 139.1 
31 67.0 53.7 120.7 
32 62.0 51.2 113.2 
~ 12.0 55.6 
127.6 
63.5 49.5 113.0 
35 63.0 51.2 114.2 
36 61.4 41.5 108.9 
37 74.5 63.7 1,8.2 
38 76.0 66.6 1 2.6 
39 63.0 55.4 118.4 
40 54.7 46.8 101.5 
41 76.5 65.) 1bo.8 
42 63.3 59.5 122.8 
... 
fest 
No. 
~~ 
4S 
46 
41 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
%, 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
~l 
75 
76 
77 
TABLE 7 (CONTINUED) 
74.0 
79.5 
74.5 
62.0 
74.0 
55.5 
78.'5 66., 
6).0 
66.0 
68.7 
84.5 
81.0 
82.0 
88.5 
76.0 
86.0 
80.0 
76.0 
79.0 
6).0 
8).0 
81.0 
61.5 
62.5 
74.0 
7h.o 
74.0 
61.4 
73.0 
73.0 
78.5 
72.0 
72.0 
64.0 
Average 
Inside 
Surface 
Temperature 
t2 
64.9 
69.5 
63.0 
5h.9 
68.7 
50.8 
65.6 
55.6 
52.1 
57.0 
64.0 
75.5 
73.6 
73.9 
81.4 
69.0 
80.4 
70.5 
69.9 
72.5 
55.8 
76.0 
n.8 
55.7 
56.3 
66.9 
67.1 
67.9 
5).0 
62.0 
6h.O 
69.0 
64.5 
64.3 
56.6 
99 
1)8.9 
149.0 
1.37.5 
116.9 
142.7 
106 • .3 
144.1 
122.1 
115.1 
123.0 
1.32.7 
160.0 
154.6 
IS5.9 
169.9 
145.0 
186.4 
lSo.5 
11.5.9 
151.5 
US.S 
159.0 
152.8 
117.4 
118.8 
140.9 
141.1 
141.9 
114.4 
1)5.0 
1)7.0 
147.5 
136.5 
1.36.3 
120.6 
I 
100 
TABLE 8 FUEL CONSUMPTION AND SAVINGS WITH LARGE WALL TENT 
Liner Oomtort Outside Heat fuel 
Index Air Required cons'ihtion Temp. 0, ImJ/ Hr. lb. hr. 
None 140 40 32,,000 2.13 
4.0 oz. 140 40 12,000 0.80 
8.0 oz. Reg. 140 40 12,000 0.80 
1/2 in. Fiber- 140 40 7,000 0.47 
gla. 
None 140 20 S5.ooo 3.67 
4.0 oz. Reg. 140 20 21,000 1.40 
8.0 oz. P.g. 140 20 21,000 1.40 
1/2 in. Fiber- 140 2c 12,000 0.80 
glas 
tbs. Time Cu. Ft. 'l'1me 
Fuel For Fuel For 
Saved hel Saved Bulk 
Per hr. Saving Per Hr. Saving 
Using To Equ.al lJabg To Equal 
Liner Liner Liner L1.ner 
Weight Bu.l!{ 
4.0 oz. 1.33 1S hra. ,.027 .3 days 
8.0 oz. Reg. 1.:33 )0 hra. .027 .3 day. 
1/2 in. Fiber- 1.66 33 bra. .033 8.9 days 
gas 
4.0 oz. Keg. 2.27 9 hra. .045 1.9 days 
e.o 01. Reg. 2.27 18 brs. .045 1.9 dqs /. , (.), 19 hra. .oS8 5.0 days 1 2 in. Fiber- 2.,;7 
glfls 
TAE.L..E 9 COST, WEIGHT, BULl( SIDMARY FOR ON}!: ttONTH'S OPERATION 
UsING tlRGE tALL 'lUt 
Fuel 
Cost 
$ 
eMORT muin ... IUO 
Fu:el 
Weight 
lb •• 
Total 
Weight. 
Fuel Fuel 
Bulk and 
On. Ft. Container 
and 
Liner 
Outside Air Temperature - 40 0, 
None 11.$0 1,530 30.6 1,680 
h.o oz. Reg. 4.30 576 11.5 650 
6.0 oz. Reg. 4.30 ,76 11., 670 
1/2 in. Fiber- 4.30 336 6.7 425 
gllts 
out. ide Air Temperature - 20°' 
None 19.80 2,640 ,2.8 2,900 
4.0 oz. Reg. 7.55 1,000 20.2 1,120 
8.0 oz. 'Reg. 7." 1.000 20.2 l,l4O 
1/2 in. Fiber- 4.32 516 11.5 689 
gla. 
Savings Due to Liner 
Liner Cost Weight Bulk 
$ % lbe. % Cu. Ft. 
Otlts1de Air Temperature _ 40 0,. 
None 00 00 
4.0 oz. Reg. 7.20 6.3 1,0)0 61 19.0 
8.0 oz. leg. 7.20 6) 1,010 60 19.0 
1/2 in. F1ber- 9.00 18 1,255 75 19.) 
glu 
Otltaide A1r Temperature - 20 0., 
None 00 00 
4.0 oz. Reg. 12.25 62 1,180 61 33.9 
8.0 oz. Reg. 12.25 62 1,760 61 33.9 
1/2 in. Fiber- 15.h8 78 2,210 75 38.4 
glae 
Total 
Bulk 
l'tlel 
and 
Container 
and 
Liner 
33.7 
14.7 
14.7 
114.4 
58.1 
24.2 
24.2 
19.7 
% 
00 
62 
62 
63 
00 
64 
64 
73 
101 
102 
T},BLE 10 TENT TEMPERATURE DATA 
LARGE Il6Obf'lj FLIES 
Time 10 11 2 3 4 4 ;30 10:)0 1l:.30 12 
TemperB.ture 0,. 
outside Air 71 72 75 76 76 7, "BO 83 86 
oatside Ground 80 B9 81 78 76 75 88 88 96 
Laree wall Tent-No Fly-G1osed 
~~ck .... west 7' 97 118 141 132 129 96 118 132 1h4 
neck-East . 7t 1)8 135 98 85 86 130 142 138 126 
Side \"all-\fest 2-1/2' 87 92 128 128 129 87 98 104 122 
Side '~all-East 2-1/2' 123 108 91 8$ 8S 122 126 113 101 
End-50uth 7' 125 134 125 114 108 120 132 137 144 
End-ttorth 7' 92 ~ 96 ~ 88 94 104 108 110 
Air-Inside 4' 100 l! lOS n9S 9; 100 ill 111 119 
Ground Cloth 79 81 88 84 81& 16 85 89 92 
Large Wltil Tent - Single 18yer F:J..y - Closed 
11 Veck-West 7' 75 83 9; 90 87 82 90 96 101 
Deck-EIl,at ' 7' 86 89 84 18 16 95 100 100 96 
Side 7iall-west 2-1/2' 74 8(;1 a9 86 83 80 87 91 94 
Side Well-b:ast 2-1/2 t 80 84 8) 78 76 87 92 94 92 
End-South 7' 82 90 93 85 85 87 94 98 lob 
End-North 7t 77 80 86 81 78 87 91 94 94 
Air-Inside 4' 76 81 85 82 80 83 90 92 95 
Ground Cloth 71 75 78 76 75 7, 78 80 81 
ny--We8t 7t 80 98 122 115 107 85 99 110 12) 
1'l7-Es.st 7' llO 116 82 13 10 124 127 120 109 
Deck-(.)lts1de-East 1 t 88 89 83 17 16 97 100 99 96 
103 
TABLE 10 (CON'l'mUED) 
10 11 12 1 2 3 1 2 
Tempera.ture of 
Outside Air 67 69 71 70 71 70 66 68 67 
outside Ground 95 102 92 97 92 85 80 77 76 
Large Viall Tent - Single Lsyer Fly - Cl.osed 
~~-West 7' 80 91 92 95 96 93 96 92 
Fly-East 7' - 83 76 70 76 68 66 Deck-west 7' 74 80 61 80 60 80 78 77 79 
Deck-&\st 7' 84 85 81 76 74 73 72 70 71 
Side Wall-West 2-1/2' 74 77 78 76 77 77 77 76 78 
Side wal1-East 2-1/2' 77 79 78 74 74 73 74 71 72 
End-80uth 7' 84 86 84 84 83 81 ~, 82 81 End-North 7' 78 79 84 76 76 76 74 73 
Air-l'nside 4t 76 79 79 76 77 76 76 76 75 
GroUDd Cloth 68 70 71 70 71 70 70 70 70 
Deck-OUtside-East 7 t 83 83 53 78 73 73 74 70 70 
Large Wall 'l'ent - Double LBY'er Fly - Closed 
Fly-West 7' 71 84 82 81 90 eo 88 93 87 
Fly-last 7' 86 93 .82 73 73 70 12 68 66 
Deck-West 7t 71 77 78 75 79 74 77 80 76 
Deck-East 7' 75 80 78 73 74 72 73 72 70 
Side Wall-west 2-1/2' 72 11 78 75 75 75 78 79 77 
Side wall-East 2-1/2' 75 79 78 75 75 73 7f~ 74 73 
End-South 7' 79 85 81 80 80 17 t30 81 79 
End-North 7f 71 75 80 75 77 74 71 73 72 
.A1r-Inside 4' 71 75 76 12 7h. 7h 73 74 72 
Ground Cloth 65 66 68 67 68 68 66 67 66 
TABLE 10 (CON'l'DiUED) 
Time 11.30 1.)0 ):)0 8.)0 101)0 
Temperature 0., 
OIltaide .Air 66 89 88 79 8; 
OUt.ide Ground 91 98 94 8,3 94 
Large Wall '!'ent - No P'ly - Open 
Deck-iVest 7' m 1)9 124 81 10) 
Deok-East 4' 128 107 89 122 118 
Deck-East 7' 128 ~~ 89 127 126 Deck-Eaat 9 t 12) 92 124 126 
Ground Cloth 87 B8 85 17 82 
Inside Air 2t 88 92 90 80 87 
Inside Air ;' 89 93 90 82 89 
Inside Air 9' 94 97 93 87 94 
wrge "All Tent - Single Leyer Fly - Open 
Fl.v-Eaat 7t 123 100 86 126 131 
P"ly-West 7' ue 13) 122 73 102 
Deck-West 7' 98 102 97 78 91 
Deck.....Jast 4' 99 95 81 91 94 .. " l' 101 95 89 95 99 
If It 9' 94 98 90 90 9$ 
Q "(OIt.ide) l' " " 86 " 101 l'u1de Air 2' 86 90 88 80 86 ft If Sf 86 90 88 80 86 
tt " 9' 89 93 89 84 90 Ground Cloth 83 8S 8) 77 81 
10$ 
TABLE 10 (CON'l'nnIED) 
11130 12 s)O 11,)0 2130 3 • .30 
Temperature 0., 
outside Air 6$ 7, 76 • 76 76 
OUtside Ground 92 90 92 98 93 
Large Wall Tent - S1ngle Layer Fly ... Open 
Fly-East 7' - - -Fly'-West 7' 89 102 103 117 96 
Deek-west 7' 78 81 85 87 80 
Deck-East 4' 80 81 80 79 74 
It .. l' 81 81 80 79 74 
1t tI 9' 77 . 79 82 78 74 
If II (Otltside) 7' 87 83 83 79 75 
Ground Cloth 70 72 75 74 71 
Inside Air 2' 70 75 76 76 76 
II It " 71 75 76 76 76 If .. 9' 71 76 76 76 76 
Large Wall Tent - Double Layer fl..;y - Open 
Fly-East l' 80 81 85 76 76 
Fly-west l' 77 8.3 105 100 92 
Deck-West l' 14 76 88 84 Bo 
Deck-Es.st bt 74 76 82 16 76 
It tt l' 74 76 82 78 16 
It It 9' 76 15 82 79 76 
Ground Cloth 67 66 72 11 70 
Inside .ur 2' 11 74 17 16 16 .. 1t 5' 71 74 76 76 76 
" .. 9' 70 74 76 76 15 
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TABLE 11 AVERAGE TEMPE.'RATtlRES - TENTS CLOSED 
Average Temperature 0, 
'1'1me OUtside In.s14e bU. rnside Inside Inside Inside 
Air .Air tent Fl7 Air Tent Y.l.y 
Surtace Surfa.ce Bartace Surface 
No1l¥ Single Layer Fly 
10 tOO 71 100 112 - 76 80 9S U.OO 72 104 117 - 81 85 lO7 2.00 15 105 114 - 8$ 89 102 ,:gg 16 9$ lOS - 82 8h 94 16 9S 104 - 80 81 89 9 • .30 1$ 100 109 - 83 86 10$ 10.30 80 III 122 - 90 93 11) 11.)0 8) 111 125 - 92 96 11S 12.30 66 119 127 - 95 98 U6 
Double Lqer P"lT Single Layer FlT 
10,00 67 11 14 80 16 79 86 
U.OO 69 1$ 79 89 79 82 ~ 12.00 11 76 79 82 79 80 
1.00 70 72 7$ 77 76 18 19 
2aoo 71 74 77 81 77 78 86 
) tOO 70 74 74 7$ 76 17 81 
1:00 68 73 75 80 76 77 86 
2.00 67 74 72 60 76 7$ eo 
3100 67 72 74 77 7$ 16 80 
101 
TABLE 12 AVERAGE TEMPERATURES - TENTS OPEN 
'rime Ol1tside Inside Inside Inside Inside Inside Inside 
Air Air Tent Fly Air Tent J"ly 
Surface Surface Surtaoe Surfaoe 
I 
!to Fly Single Layer Y.ly 
111)0 86 89 123 - 86 98 120 
11)0 89 93 121 - 90 99 116 
,.)0 88 90 105 - 88 93 104 
8130 79 81 102 - 80 8, 100 
101)0 8, 88 114 - 86 93 116 
Double Layer 1l¥ Single Layer Fly 
12230 74 74 17 82 7, 81 -
1:)0 76 77 85 95 76 83 -
2')0 76 76 81 88 76 8.3 
.3a)O 76 76 78 84 76 77 -
108 
Inside Air !linus Otltside Air Inside Tent Surface Minus Inside Air 
No Single Double No Single Double 
Fly' Layer I..ayer Fly' :Layer Lqer 
Fl7 Ply Fly FlT 
Tents Closed 
10100 29 5 - 12 4 -11:00 32 9 ... 13 11, ... 
2&00 ;0 10 ... 9 11, -
,~ 19 6 .. 10 2 ... 19 11, - 9 1 ... 9.)0 2, e ... 9 3 ... 
10130 31 10 - U , -U • .30 34 9 ... 8 -12t30 33 , .. 8 .3 -10.00 9 4 ... .3 , 
11.00 - 10 6 .... 3 12100 ... 8 S ... 1 :) 
1,00 - 6 2 ... 2 :) 2100 ... 6 
G 
... 1 3 
3:00 ... 6 1 0 
1100 ... 8 5 - 1 2 2100 ... 8 6 - -1 -2 3 rOO - 8 5 - 1 2 
Tents oem 
UI.30 , 0 - 34 12 ... 1.30 1 - 28 9 ... 3130 2 0 - 15 5 ... 8:30 2 1 - 21 5 -101)0 .3 1 - 26 6 -12130 ... 1 0 - 7 4 1.)0 - 0 1 ... 6 6 21)0 - 0 0 ... 6 5 ;1)0 - 0 0 ... 1 2 
r, 
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